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The Power of Ritual and Circle

When women come together as a collective, magic happens. 

Centuries ago, it was common for women to come together in circle to support one another in birth, 
rest during their menstrual cycle, cook and sew together, take care of one another’s children, and share 
stories of inspiration and triumph. Women thrived in that nurturing, connective environment where you 
could lean on a village sister in times of trouble and dance with a sister in times of celebration.

Over the course of history with secularization and industrialization, women lost touch with the ancient 
art of circling and forgot the power of the feminine.

But it’s come full circle, pun intended. 

Stories of triumph both collectively and personally have rippled out, touching women on all parts of 
the globe, creating a worldwide thirst for circle once again.

Stories like Leymah Gbowee’s in her book Mighty Be Our Powers where she gathered the women 
in Liberia to come together in circle to protest and end a war that had ripped their country to shreds. 
Invoking the warrior goddesses Kali, Athena and Durga.

Or stories like mine where I spoke every week of wanting a baby and found myself pregnant within 
weeks of sharing that deep longing within my womb. Invoking the mother goddesses Demeter, Isis, 
and Ixchel.

What may have felt like a dream or fantasy suddenly becomes real within the collective intention of the 
circle.

There’s something that speeds the process of manifestation up and makes the magic become tangible: 
it’s called ritual.
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What is Ritual

According to the dictionary, RITUAL is a solemn ceremony consisting of a series of actions performed 
according to a prescribed order.

Rituals have been performed for centuries across all religions, cultures and traditions to bring the 
sacred into the mundane and manifest good fortune. A ritual can be as simple as saying a prayer every 
morning at the same time in front of an altar. It can be used to bring mindfulness into your day and can 
bring more clarity, intentionality and presence to any area of your life.

Ritual is a way of bringing the sacred into the mundane. 
It is a portal to call forth the divine. 
It creates a threshold to step into something new. 
It supports you in manifesting an intention. 
Ritual puts feminine magic into motion.

After being deeply affected by the power of ritual in my life, I have gathered 25+ powerful women 
together and asked them each to create a ritual based on a goddess or archetype who embodies a 
particular feminine quality that we want to cultivate.
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Why Goddesses and Archetypes

There is a secret being revealed on the planet right now, and that is the recognition of the sacred 
feminine nature of the universe. 

The collective vortex of energy rising known as the divine feminine, the goddess and the great mother. 
SHE is the universal force, the breath of life, the creative life energy, shakti. 

There is one goddess – one divine force – who has many faces and forms as individual goddesses who 
have been personified in many different traditions and cultures. 

When you understand the amazing mystery of that which has no form can also take a form as a unique 
and powerful subtle form called a goddess, you can then do a ritual to acquire her powers and expand 
your capacity to know your true self.

Rituals have been practiced for specific purposes throughout history in all areas of life such as to 
improve health, have a child, establish your power as a ruler, or become more attractive for a partner. 
These are daily practices using the body, mind and speech to cultivate a relationship with the goddess 
and feel her energy within you.

Our hope is that this multimedia guidebook supports you in connecting with your divine essence, 
manifesting your deepest desires and feeling more fulfilled in all areas of your life.

Love, 
Tanya 
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About Tanya Lynn

Tanya Lynn is the Founder of Sistership Circle, a worldwide sisterhood movement empowering 
women to step into their true beauty, brilliance, and boldness as feminine leaders. She is the author of 
Open Your Heart: How to be a New Generation Feminine Leader and How to Lead Circle. After 
developing a proven circle curriculum that creates deep connection amongst women and supports 
them in collectively stepping into their leadership, Tanya began training facilitators to start and lead 
Sistership Circles around the world. In addition to training facilitators, she leads feminine leadership 
retreats and teaches women how to put on events to launch their businesses. She is currently raising 
her own little new generation feminine leader, Kali, with her husband and business partner, Brent, in 
Carlsbad, CA.

 
About Sistership Circle

When women gather, there is collective power to heal, find our voice, rise up and make a difference. 
We have developed circle curriculums that provides a safe space for women to trust, love, dream and 
share. We train and empower leaders to start circles in their local communities so that circles flourish 
around the globe.

Our signature program is a 12-week experience where 12 women gather in circle together in their local 
community to go through a curriculum based on Tanya Lynn’s book Open Your Heart: How to be a 
New Generation Feminine Leader and its accompanying “Playbook.”

You can get a taste of the curriculum in our Virtual Circles as part of the Sister Tribe Membership. 
Learn more here: http://sistershipcircle.com/join. This is the perfect place to find like-minded women 
to perform ritual in circle together. We also explore various archetypes and goddesses in the Sister 
Tribe to step into our feminine power and expand our capacity to lead in our families, communities and 
the world at large.

http://amzn.to/1AAXZuJ
http://sistershipcircle.com/ebook
http://amzn.to/1Qy17Au
http://amzn.to/1Qy17Au
http://sistershipcircle.com/join
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Three Secrets To Facilitating Ritual In Circle or a Workshop that Creates 
Transformation

As a circle facilitator, I have found that one of the key elements to creating a transformational 
experience is RITUAL. 

At Sistership Circle, we have both an opening and closing ceremony with specific rituals that we 
always use. This creates a unification amongst all our circles across the world and makes our circles 
sacred and unique.

If you are a facilitator, or have a desire to become one, and want to master the art of ritual in your 
circles or workshops, there are three key secrets to leading ritual effectively so that the women walk 
away with their desired results.

Attention on Your Intention - Before you start leading a ritual, get clear on the intention of the ritual. 
What is it that you want the women to walk away with? What is the intended outcome or result? What 
do you personally want to gain from it? Once you set your intention, now you want to empty out your 
mind and remain focused on that intention. Whenever you notice that you are going into doubt, fear 
or worry, let it go and gently bring your awareness back to the intention. The clearer you are, the more 
power behind the ritual for everyone.

Generate the Ritual - Because ritual is a set of actions in a prescribed order, it can be very easy to 
become automated and mechanical in the process. The secret to power rituals is in staying present and 
generating it as if it is being done for the first time. For example, when I read our Opening Invocation 
at Sistership Circle, even though I have read it hundreds of times, I read it as if I am seeing it for the 
first time, every time. I feel it in my bones. I believe in it, I allow it to move me. It still makes me cry 
sometimes.

Less is More - Sometimes we think that rituals need to be elaborate and complicated in order to be 
powerful, but the opposite is true. When you guide a group through ritual or perform one yourself for 
the circle/workshop, make it as simple as possible. Go back to the intention and get to the essence of it. 
There is a saying that “a confused mind says no,” which applies here that someone will shut down and 
tune out if they are confused and not be able to receive the boons from the ritual.

If you are looking for more support, training and tools enrich your circle or workshop experience, I 
recommend joining our Facilitator Tribe Membership where each month you get introduced to new 
facilitation distinctions, tools, rituals and curriculum. If you have never led circle and want to get 
started, you receive the How to Lead Circle Startup Kit and 6-Week Program to teach you everything 
you need to know to get started leading circles. To learn more go to http://sistershipcircle.com/join.

http://sistershipcircle.com/join
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“Balancing your Masculine & Feminine”

Aphrodite is the Greek goddess of passion and love, who is associated with the planet Venus. She 
represents unabashed female sexual energy. Aphrodite helps women feel comfortable with their bodies 
and sexuality. She helps both genders to experience more passion in their relationships, and to become 
more balanced as far as individual male and female energy is concerned. 

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: A healing and coming together of the masculine and feminine energies 
within and without in order to bring more balance to your life and the world.

What you’ll need:
• 8” clear glass candle (found at most dollar stores)

• 3-5 magazines

• Scissors

• Glue sticks, tape and /or rubber cement

• Bathtub or a big enough container that you can soak your feet in.

• Pen & several sheets of blank paper

• Bottle of dark honey

• Quart of organic whole milk

• Long lighter

• Ability to play music and a playlist of songs both sensual and dark.

Aphrodite’s name means “foam born,” as legend says that she sprang from her father Uranus’s 
castrated genitals, which were cast into the ocean. Thus, Aphrodite represents unabashed female sexual 
energy.

When I was asked to create this ritual, I first thought- easy peasy, since my work revolves around 
teaching the power of pleasure, play, sensuality and desire coupled with ritual. However, something 
bigger wanted to come through and in true Aphrodite form, I wasn’t able to simply “force my way 
through the task” at hand. I felt blocked. And I knew that the only way to bring her magic forward for 
this project was to back off, find my joy and pleasure and to listen deeper than my own knowledge.

What I received is powerful and potent process that offers a healing of the heart and an opportunity 
to literally leave behind a part of you that no longer serves offering you a more open hearted space to 
express yourself in true goddess form- playfully and sensually.
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Please note, this process is intended to stir the pot and quite possibly bring some extremely strong 
emotions forward. It is not for the faint of heart and I highly suggest that you gather a trusted sister/ 
friend to do this with you so you can both hold space together.

Are you in? Good! Let’s make some magic together!

Step ONE: REACTION

Choose a symbol that represents a piece of our patriarchal culture that you would like to imbue with 
Aphrodite energy. This can be anything from a bill of money to a patriotic image of some sort, or even 
a small American flag (or symbol of your own country’s patriarchal led society).

Hold on to this symbol with your eyes closed and allow your feelings to surface. As they come up, 
write them down on a blank sheet of paper. Do this until you feel like you’ve gotten everything you are 
feeling down on paper. List every way that you feel you have been victimized or marginalized (in any 
way) by the patriarchy and leave no stone unturned.

Next, on another piece of blank paper, write down the name of every single man that has ever hurt, 
harmed or angered you. This can also include a group of men who have represented or are symbols of 
the distorted patriarchy such as the world bank leaders, politicians, presidents, and /or money (which 
as you may know, has only men on the notes of commerce, except for the rare Susan B. Anthony, 
Sacagawea and other first ladies who have appeared on coins in limited circulation.)

Once you’ve completed your list, your next step is to write out in full detail what has you the MOST 
upset about these men. This is your chance to really let it all out.

NOTE- If it helps, I encourage you to put on a little instigating (angry) music while you write. Some of 
my favorite angry music is Nine Inch Nails, Rage Against the Machine or Alanis Morissette.

Step TWO: RETROSPECTION

Now it’s time to shift up the energy. Choose some deeply sensual, loving or sacred music and begin to 
write down everything that you love about yourself.

You can also write down the names of women or archetypes of women whom you deeply admire and 
why you admire them. What we often see in others, we too possess, so if you can’t find the love for 
yourself in this moment, borrow it from others you admire.

Once you have your list of love qualities, I want you to also write down all the powerful lessons 
and traits you have gained or learned from the hurt you’ve experienced from men or the distorted 
patriarchy.

Take your time with this process. Look deep. Feel in to every possible good that has come from your 
lessons and pain. Be honest and claim your power.

Remember- everything in life happens FOR us, not too us. This is a chance for you to find the good in 
any of the pain and transmute it.

Step THREE: RECONCILIATION

Now it’s time to claim your higher truth.

Remember, Aphrodite sprang from her father Uranus’s castrated genitals. She is the ultimate 
representation of the feminine and it took the loss of the symbolic masculine power to give birth to her.

Now is the time to cast aside your anger, lay down your sword and claim your true feminine power.

This is where it all gets to be taken higher.
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Sit with yourself, one hand on your pussy, one hand on your heart. Breathe in three deep breaths and 
ask your higher self what she needs to become more playful, sensual and feminine.

Listen. Breathe. Write.

Write down all the ways that you desire to reclaim or live into your feminine energy.

For example:

• I desire to be playful instead of spiteful when I get angry.

• I choose pleasure over pain.

• I call upon my goddess energy to soothe the people I love when they are hurting me or others.

• When I am feeling bad about myself I will get up and dance to move the energy.

Next, on a separate sheet of paper, write down everything you appreciated and desire for the divine 
masculine (in your life and the world). Paint yourself a picture of what living in harmony and heart 
space with the divine masculine looks like. Leave no desire unexpressed.

Step FOUR: AFFIRMATION

With your list of both feminine and masculine desires, set your timer for 15 minutes and go through 
3-5 magazines and pull images and words that represent your desires. Do this very quickly and without 
much thought. Let it be a stream of consciousness that calls you to the words and images.

When the 15 minutes is up, take what you pulled and glue it to your glass candle in any order and 
arrangement you feel called to create.

Step FIVE: RECLAMATION

Once your desire candle is complete, it’s time to do your water ritual.

Draw yourself a bath, or if you have no bathtub, fill a big container with water. Big enough to soak 
your feet in it.

Take your honey which represents the feminine / yin energies and pour it into the bowl of water or bath 
while speaking out loud three words from your feminine desire list that you want to co-create with the 
masculine.

Next, take your milk, which represents the masculine / yang energies and pour it into the bowl of water 
or bath while speaking out loud three words from your masculine desire list that you want to co-create 
with the feminine.

Swirl these energies together and then sprinkle in your rose petals. Representing the divine mother who 
gives life to both men and women.

If you are taking a bath, light your desire candle and soak your entire body for up to 20 minutes.

If you are using a bowl of water, light your desire candle and soak your feet in the yin / yang solution 
for 10 or more minutes

While soaking, feel into all the desires you pasted on your candle as if they are already happening 
for you. Allow yourself to be bathed in this healing solution (also called a Cleopatra bath) while you 
(literally) soak in the divinity between the masculine and feminine desires you created.

When you are complete, make sure to love your body up after the soak with some coconut oil or your 
favorite skin cream. Massage your body slow and sensually, really taking in the beauty of your skin 
and parts.
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Do you every find yourself struggling in your partnerships with men? Can’t find the right guy? Can’t 
get the one you’re with to fully understand and appreciate you? It’s time to reclaim your feminine 
power and learn how to have all your desires met in life & love. Take advantage of the Hot Sexy Love 
collection of videos and trainings to learn how to become more magnetic to men while remaining 
authentically you and having the best time ever in your relationships. 

Sierra J. Sullivan is a sacred journey guide for women 
who are ready to awaken their feminine heart and live 
from a fiercely aligned and fully expressed place. Known 
for her exuberant personality, infectious laughter and 
playful approach to life, Sierra travels the world igniting 
women to claim what they truly desire and call it in with 
pleasure, fun and sacred practices. Founder of the first 
ever Saratoga Women’s Fest, former publisher of The 
RAY magazine, a women’s lifestyle publication, and 
previous advisory board member Gather The Women 
Global Matrix, Sierra has more than 14+ years of 
experience working with women. She offers her guidance 
and support through sacred retreats, circle gatherings, 
live experiences, workshops, motivational speaking and 
private mentoring both virtually and in person.  
Learn more at lifestylized.com

http://HotSexyLove.com/

Lastly- leave your candle burning and put on a sexy song that you can dance to lock in the powerful 
work you just created. When you feel complete you may say this prayer before blowing out your 
candle:

…The lamps are different, 
But the Light is the same. 
One matter, one energy, one Light, one Light-mind, 
Endlessly emanating all things. 
One turning and burning diamond, 
One, one, one….

After you’ve completed the full ritual, if you feel called and have a safe space to do this, you may burn 
the sheets from the REACTION phase of the ritual. Or, tear them up into tiny bits and throw them 
away.

Place the object you chose to represent the patriarch in a sacred space such as on your altar or in 
your medicine bundle so you can continue to work the healing magic of this ritual until you feel fully 
integrated.

You are complete. Blessed Be and well done sister!

http://lifestylized.com
http://HotSexyLove.com
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“Become the Archer”

Artemis is the Greek goddess of chastity, virginity, the hunt, the moon, and the natural environment. 
She was the daughter of Zeus and Leto, twin sister of Apollo. Call on her for protection, clarity, focus, 
and innocence.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Clarity of direction, courage to walk forward, and trust in your own 
counsel.

Inside each one of us is a maiden Archer. She is beholden to no one, a woman unto herself. Brave, 
fierce, and unapologetic, the Artemis Archetype can help you leave behind the parts of your life that no 
longer resonate and aim true for your evolutionary path. 

Artemis is bold. She is feisty. She is within you, as she is within every woman. Call upon her when it 
is time to lean into self-trust, to cultivate courage in the face of fear, and take inspired action. Artemis 
will help you hunt for beauty, magic, and breathe life into your dreams. 

This ritual will help you invoke her energy through the fire of release and invocation.

What you’ll need:
• A safe place to do a fire ritual, such as a burning bowl, fireplace, large cauldron,  

or empty metal trash bin 

• A number of small sticks (no longer than 6 or 7 inches) 

• Paper, cut or torn into strips 

• A pen 

• Matches or a lighter

Step ONE: Let go. First, write situations, people, thought patterns, identities, roles, habits and/or other 
things you wish to fully release from your life; one per each strip of paper. Be mindful that you only 
conduct this ritual on behalf of yourself, so you are not releasing anything for anyone else - simply 
your tie/cord to them or to the circumstance. 

Step TWO: Create your arrows. Once you have written everything you intend to release, gently roll 
the strips of paper onto a stick, like you are curling the paper with a pencil. You can wrap several on 
each stick. Set these sticks in a pile. 

Step THREE: What are you aiming for? It’s time to shoot for the stars. What do you want to be 
true? What do you desire? What will enter into the space that you’re creating with what you’ve just 
released? Write out your visions, one per strip of paper.
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http://wildplayground.com/truth

Step FOUR: Add to the quiver. Just as you did in Step TWO, wrap your visions around another set 
of sticks, several (or more) per stick. When you are complete, stack these sticks together in a separate 
group. 

Step FIVE: Aim True. With your lighter or match, hold one of the sticks from the RELEASE pile and 
ignite the strips of paper. Place the stick (aka Arrow) into your burning bowl or fireplace. As it burns, 
carefully place the remaining release arrows into the fire. Help them ignite them if need be. Hold the 
intention that freeing yourself from these situations is for the best and highest good of all beings. Once 
all the release arrows are burned, follow suit with your arrows of vision. One by one, unleash your 
visions into the fire to liberate yourself from expectation and limitation as to how these visions may 
appear in your life. The universe/Source/Goddess/The Divine/God has much larger perspective than 
you or I… as humans, we nearly always dream too small. Burning your visions creates a vibrational 
frequency that is emitted out into the Field, and there are countless ways for resonance to then 
materialize. Allow for surprises. Trust. 

Step SIX: Completion. When all the sticks/papers have burned and the heat is ebbing from the ashes, 
take a small pinch of the cinder and rub it into your palms, then gently blow on your skin. This serves 
to ground your vision, to bring your liberation and desire fully into your body, and completes the 
alchemical process that occurs when fire, air, water, and earth meet.

Step SEVEN: Gratitude. Thank your spiritual and human allies, the archetype of Artemis, Great 
Spirit, and/or anyone else it resonates to appreciate. You are supported in seen and unseen ways as 
you become your highest self here on earth. It is important to thank the beings that bring you power, 
comfort, guidance, and release so that you can enjoy a lifelong relationship with all that is Sacred. 

May your arrows find their target and serve the highest good of All. Aho and blessed be.

Lola Medicine Keeper is a modern-day Shaman -  
a bridge between the physical and spiritual realms. Her 
irreverently effective work has earned her the description 
“bulletproof coffee meets tribal elder.” She offers 
shamanic play retreats around the globe and mentors a 
VIP group of apprentices in the art & practice of wildly 
rich living. Lola is mom to two wild babes, married to the 
sacred masculine, and she believes ecstatic curiosity is 
the key to all that’s holy. Feel up her work by subscribing 
to the Wild Playground Podcast and visiting her online 
sanctuary at wildplayground.com

Have you ever struggled with telling the truth to those you love, or even knowing what your truth is 
in the first place? Look no further! Honor your truth by telling it well. Inside this Forbidden Guide, 
you will learn: Why “radical honesty” doesn’t work, how telling the truth the wrong way can damage 
intimacy, when to tell the truth and when to stay silent, the global implications of your integrity, and 
more.

http://wildplayground.com/truth
http://wildplayground.com
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“The Flame of Inspiration”

Brigit is the Celtic Triple Goddess of healing, smithcraft and poetry.  A Goddess beloved by the people, 
Brigit is a fire goddess who comes to the aid of those who call on her.  You can also look to her for 
inspiration and help with creative projects of all kinds, as we do here.   Brigit’s sacred day is Imbolc on 
February 1, marking the beginning of springtime and a noticeable return of the light. 

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Inspiration from your Essence (Higher Self) for a creative project or a 
solution to a life challenge.

The creative drive is in each of us; creativity is a fundamental part of being human.  You are always 
creating, all the time, whether you are aware of it or not!   Throughout our lives, we have those projects 
that MUST be birthed – those projects that come with a creative urge that is so overwhelming that we 
can think of nothing else.

And yet – it is these projects that are often the most difficult.  Risky.  We wind up blocked, with 
sometimes years going by with our creative dreams on the shelf.

The creative projects that are closest to our soul are usually the ones that bring forward the most 
resistance.   Use this ritual to draw forth creative inspiration from your Essence (your Higher Self or 
Divine self), as well as the spark and passion to start the project, or bring it to completion.  It can also 
be used when you need to tap into your creativity for a solution to a problem or challenge in your life.

What you’ll need:
•	 A safe place where you can place and light a candle, such as your altar; ideally located in your 

creative space and where you can leave the candle burning while you are in it.  A workspace or 
office is perfect.

•	 A candle in a color associated with Brigit. White, yellow and red are all traditional colors, or go 
with what speaks to you.  7-day jar candles are great, as you can leave them burning for longer 
periods of time.

•	 Slips of paper, for writing your creative Desires.  

•	 A	small	fireproof	bowl, for burning the papers.

•	Matches or a lighter

•	 Tweezers, for holding the paper as it burns (so you don’t burn your fingers!)

•	 Journal and pen, for capturing ideas.
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Step ONE: Create sacred space however you usually do – circle casting, smudging, singing bowl, etc.

Step TWO: Charge your candle.  Holding it in both hands, close your eyes and bring the energy 
of Brigit to your awareness – imagine her image (if you are visual), hear her (auditory) or feel her 
presence (kinesthetic).  Call her by saying:

Aho Goddess Brigit, Bright Arrow, Goddess of the Flame, Healer, Maker, Muse.  Bring me your 
Inspiration; connect me to the endless well of wisdom, passion and creativity.  With this candle I call 
forward the inspiration and answers I seek, and the courage and energy to bring all of my creations to 
life.  So more it be.

Step THREE: Light your candle, creating the flame as an extension of Brigit’s sacred flame.  (This is 
done by simply intending it to be so.  If you are visual, you might imagine Brigit lighting the candle as 
you do so.)

Step FOUR: Clarify your outcome.  Take a slip of paper and write the outcome you wish to create – 
“Completed first chapter of new novel” or “Completed module of new online program” “Project plan 
for next launch.”  (You can choose the scope of the outcome; however this exercise works best when 
the scope is small – “chunk down” bigger creative projects into smaller steps.)

Step FIVE: Activate inspiration. Using the tweezers so you don’t burn your fingers, use the candle to 
light the piece of paper, letting it fall into your fireproof bowl.  Call forward inspiration from Brigit’s 
flame, saying:

As this paper burns, so shall I receive the exact inspiration, ideas and guidance needed to bring this 
project to completion.  

As the paper burns, Let GO of any tension, frustration or “grasping” for creative answers.  Feel 
gratitude in your body for the project already completed; feeling and experiencing it as done.  When 
you are ready, say: It is done.
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Law of Attraction not working for you?  Tired of pushing and striving your way to results?  The Laws 
of Desire are 10 universal principles that empower you to manifest what you truly desire, quickly and 
with ease.  Think of them as the “spiritual playbook” to creating a phenomenal, rich life that is an 
expression of your highest calling. 

Elizabeth Purvis is a mentor and magical teacher to 
thousands of conscious women around the world, showing 
them how to develop their Divinely-given manifesting 
power, especially in the realm of money.  She is the 
founder of Goddess Business School®, which delivers 
premiere business training to women who are ready to 
own their worth so they can create extraordinary impact.  
A priestess & practitioner of Western esoteric traditions, 
Elizabeth is also the creator of Feminine Magic®, a set of 
practices for women to develop their ability to magnetize 
their deepest Desires. Discover more of her work and the 
7-Figure Goddess community at ElizabethPurvis.com

Download your Laws of Desire cheat sheet here:
http://www.elizabethpurvis.com/laws-tanya-2016

Step SIX: Expect the answer.  From here, go about your life!  Release any more conscious search for 
the solution, instead holding unshakable expectation that the creative answers you seek are already on 
their way to you.  

Leave the candle burning while you go about your activities in your creative space – this cultivates 
the energy of inspiration and passion.  Extinguish and re-light - do not leave lit candles burning 
unattended!  When you re-light the candle, recreate the flame by intending it to be Brigit’s flame, as 
you did before in Step 3 above.

Step SEVEN: Receive, take action and give thanks!  Your inspiration and answers will come in while 
your conscious mind is occupied, so it’s crucial that you remain unattached and OUT of “churning” 
mode!  Have your notebook handy or a way of capturing the “Goddess Winks” (Divine inspiration) 
that you receive, and take action on what you’ve been given by making time to create as quickly as 
possible, after it comes in.

This ritual is great to perform right before you go to sleep as a dream incubation ritual.  Keep your 
notebook right by your bedside, so you can write your answers upon waking.  You can also keep the 
candle burning on a regular basis, using the ritual to quickly call in creative solutions as needed!

http://ElizabethPurvis.com
http://www.elizabethpurvis.com/laws-tanya-2016
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“The Cauldron of Emptiness”

Ereshkigal is the goddess of the underworld.  The Goddess of Death is often feared, avoided.  We do 
everything to be spared from “death”.  Her scent is jasmine and she is the archetypal representation of 
the unknown.  She represents emptiness.  The great void.

Whenever she comes up in a session for one of my clients, I always see their eyes widen with fear, as 
if bad tidings are on their way.  I get it, I used to feel the same way.  Who wants to hear they’re being 
visited by Death?  But over the years as this archetypal goddess visited me, I grew to love her.  So 
much so that I experience the Goddess of Death in the same comforting way as I do the Great Mother.  
I sit with her every day in meditation and when I have these daily moments with her, I feel my soul 
running towards her crying with the excitement of a child being reunited with her mother

It is time for us to redefine our relationship with Ereshkigal.  To see her true face.

The Goddess of Death is a blessing.  She is here to empty us out of all that holds us back.  All that is 
false to our true Self.  All that obscures the power that lies in your soul.  She is here to usher you into 
the next, more expansive period of your life and before that happens, the masks, the beliefs and the 
identities you have grown attached to must be released.  

It’s our ego that is terrified of Ereshkigal.  Our ego wants to stay attached to the idea that it is broken.  
It wants to stay small.  It wants to know what is coming up so it can stay comfortable.  But it is those 
very things that keep our true gifts hidden, our soul voice obscured.  

The Goddess of Death comes to show us that brokenness is an illusion.  That there is great comfort in 
the void, in the unknown.  We fear the unknown because we can’t see what is ahead of us.  It is like 
walking through a dark cave, blindfolded.  Our ego doesn’t like this--it wants to know if any scary 
monsters will pop out.  What if we are faced with the truth of who we are and we don’t like it?

But what if we could see the void, the emptiness, the unknown as a place of rest.  A place where we 
come to lie down and be enveloped with the unconditional love of the Universe?  A place where we 
can finally have the space and the silence to hear the voice of our Soul.  The voice that holds the 
blueprint for our unique calling on this earth.  The voice that if we would just listen to it and honor it 
by following what it asks of us, will lead us directly to what our heart most desires?

What if we could come to love this metaphorical Death?  Ereshkigal is the great truth mirror.  The great 
void in which all that causes us suffering comes to die.  

The Goddess of Death is liberation itself.   If we want to be free, we must die to ourselves.  All 
that is false must fall away.  We must become pure empty presence so that the voice of our soul 
can whisper our next steps to us.  
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I’m hosting a free 7 day journey called Soul Whispering: 7 Days To Reclaim The Voice Of Your Soul 
and I’d love for you to join us.  It is a 7 day descent within, combining shamanism, tarot and the chakra 
system to help you forge a deeper connection with your soul.

As a truth-telling coach, writer and an innovator in the 
realm of leadership, Lisa Fabrega has devoted her life to 
helping people get rid of fear, anxiety and self doubt so 
that they can unleash their inner Gandhi, Mother Teresa 
or MLK’s and make a powerful impact in the world. 
One client described her as her “Courage Curator” while 
others have declared her to be “the secret weapon for the 
world’s next great thought leaders”.   If you know you’re 
here to do something big in the world, but for reasons you 
can’t explain, aren’t quite doing it the way you want to, 
you can visit www.lisafabrega.com for inspiration and to 
find out more about how to work with her.

Head on over to soulwhisperingchallenge.com to sign up for free <3

The journey of aligning our lives with our soul’s great work is all about descending within.  Ereshkigal 
is our guide in this process.  She walks alongside us, with her sweet scent of jasmine and her calm, 
empty presence constantly holding us up, holding our hand.

Call upon the Goddess of Death when you know it is time for something in your life to die.  She is just 
another form of the great mother, coming to usher you into the liberating ecstasy of emptiness.

The Ritual: 
You will be doing what I call “emptiness practice”.  Learning to feel and embody the bliss in the 
emptiness of death vs feeling afraid of it.

Follow along with the visualization and meditation in the audio below.

Click here to download the Cauldron of Emptiness meditation.

http://soulwhisperingchallenge.com
https://lisafabrega.leadpages.co/cauldron-of-emptiness-meditation/
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“Take Inspired, Imperfect Action”

Green Tara is a goddess of action. In Buddhist religious practice, Green Tara’s primary role is 
savioress. She is believed to help her followers overcome dangers, fears and anxieties, and she is 
especially worshipped for her ability to overcome the most difficult of situations.  
Green Tara is intensely compassionate and acts quickly to help those who call upon her. Her color 
Green is that of the active Enlightenment of Feminine Compassion and indicates that the Tara is always 
willing and ready to help the needy that prays her with the rapidity of wind. For this reason she is also 
called the Prompt. 

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Confidence to take imperfect, inspired action.

In 2006, I had a project idea to bring the women together at my company, Thomson Financial, and 
make a difference for inner city school girls. This was completely out of my comfort zone and I had 
no idea where to start. All I had was a vision and a passion. So I started to talk, telling every woman 
I knew at the company, about it. I expressed my idea with enthusiasm and asked if they wanted to 
support it. Within no time, I had a meeting with the head of HR, who funded the project, and someone 
connected me with Girls Inc NYC, who provided the girls. It ended up being a huge success and I won 
the Community Champion Award from my company, which was a $25,000 donation to the charity of 
my choice.

I share this story as inspiration and to create context for this ritual. Green Tara not only is a goddess of 
action, but also a master delegator. She knows the power of asking for support and invites you to call 
upon her when you feel stuck in taking action.

What you’ll need:
• Paper and pen

• 4x6 index card

• Image of Green Tara

• Any other green objects or clothes

Step ONE: Write down your big vision project

Whether this is a mission-driven business, service project, family reunion, or passion project, write 
down your vision for it. Dream big. What results happen as a result of this project being fulfilled in the 
world? Write this down on a piece of paper titled MY VISION.

https://i.ytimg.com/vi/aoJhj_Ybedw/maxresdefault.jpg
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Step TWO: Meditate on your why

As Simon Sinek talks about in his book, your WHY is most important. Why is this important to you? 
Why are you passionate about this vision? Close your eyes and meditate on it. Feel the passion in your 
body. Feel the emotion arise as you imagine the difference it will make in the world.

Write down your WHY on your VISION paper.

Step THREE: List actions and roles to delegate

Make a list of actions and roles that need to be taken on the back of your VISION paper. Are there 
accountabilities in your project? Write those out clearly so that the right person can take it on. What do 
they need to do? What’s expected? What would help you the most? What results or outcomes do they 
need to produce? Don’t hold back … if you can have it all your way, how would people contribute to 
this project? What are the things you don’t want to do that you want to hand off to someone else? No 
one has to see this paper unless you choose to share it. 

List any names that arise in your mind. If no one comes to mind, leave it blank. Allow Green Tara to 
guide you later in Step 5.

Step FOUR: Identify your block

Most of the time, we are afraid to take action because either we are afraid of failing or afraid of 
succeeding. We have limited beliefs about ourselves and our abilities. We think we aren’t good enough 
or too much of something. We don’t want to burden anyone. We don’t want to be seen. What is your 
biggest block to moving forward? Identify it and write it on a 4x6 index card.

Step FIVE: Ask Green Tara to support you in overcoming fear, doubt, and worry

Print out an image of Green Tara. Dress in green and place any other green objects in front of you as 
you take her posture. Put your 4x6 index card and your VISION paper in front of you as an offering.

Her left leg, crossed represents her serene force even during intense disturbances.

Her right leg, half opened shows her willingness and ready to go help living beings.

Her left hand is in the mudra of Protection. Her thumb and index together represents the union of 
wisdom and energy. The three other fingers represent the three Joys: The Buddha, Dharma and Sanga.

Her right hand is in the mudra of giving, signifying that she accords all ordinary accomplishment and 
sublime accomplishments.

Repeat her mantra: 
Om Tare Tuttare Ture Soha 

Listen to the Dali Lama reciting it here.

After invoking her, ask her to help you overcome your block to move forward and ask her to support 
you in taking imperfect, inspired action. Ask her to lead you to the right people to support your vision.

Step SIX: Share and Enroll

Make a commitment to share your VISION and WHY with at least 1 person a day. The more 
passionate you feel about it, the more you will enroll people. Be sure to share the specific actions and 
roles that you need help with. If you have a direct ASK, make it! If they say no, it wasn’t meant for 
them and the perfect person will come in the perfect timing.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ac_8oRMgDz0
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If you are a facilitator or want to become one, then check out the How to Lead Circle Ebook. Discover 
our 7 secrets to get women raving about your circle or workshop! Get access to our proven structure so 
that you have women engaged, connected and wanting more. It has worked for our facilitators and will 
work for you, too.

Tanya Lynn is the Founder of Sistership Circle, a 
worldwide sisterhood movement empowering women 
to step into their true beauty, brilliance, and boldness as 
feminine leaders. She is the author of “Open Your Heart: 
How to be a New Generation Feminine Leader” and 
“How to Lead Circle.” After developing a proven circle 
curriculum that creates deep connection amongst women 
and supports them in collectively stepping into their 
leadership, Tanya began training facilitators to start and 
lead Sistership Circles around the world. In addition to 
training facilitators, she leads feminine leadership retreats 
and teaches women how to put on events to launch their 
businesses. She is currently raising her own little new 
generation feminine leader, Kali, with her husband and 
business partner, Brent, in Carlsbad, CA.

http://sistershipcircle.com/ebook

Step SEVEN: Receive

When someone says they want to help, receive their contribution. Make sure you follow up and give 
tasks or roles.

Step EIGHT: Acknowledge and Trust

If someone helps you, get together to get clear on deadlines and expectations. Then let go and trust. 
Acknowledge this person for helping you. Express your gratitude, it goes a long way.

Continue to call on Green Tara as much as possible for the first 30 days until this project gets 
underway. Whenever fear, doubt or worry comes up, she will help you clear it. Trust her. Trust 
yourself. Trust others.

http://sistershipcircle.com/ebook
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“Awakening Hestia: Keeper of the Inner Temple”

Hestia was the goddess of the hearth, family, and domestic life. She was not worshipped publicly, 
which is evident by the lack of temples and shrines attributed to her; this comes in contrast to the 
Roman equivalent goddess Vesta, who represented the public hearth. Her name meant both a house and 
a hearth, symbolising the home and its residents. She was Zeus’ sister, but although initially she was 
included in the Olympian gods, she was later replaced by Dionysus. She took a vow to remain a virgin, 
refusing to give in to the callings of Poseidon and Apollo; once, she was almost raped by Priapus, a 
lesser god of fertility, but was saved thanks to the braying of a mule.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Inner Home Sanctuary, Inner Sacred Space.

Awaken the temple that lives within you: your inner temple. By activating the remembrance of 
this temple, you will come home to your nourishing sanctuary and deepen your connection to your 
Essence. Hestia is the one who carries the flame, the light in the darkness. She invites you to bring your 
attention to the sacred and ignite your inner knowing while awakening the Priestess within you so that 
you can bring your full presence to the world. 
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http://priestesspresence.com/hestia/

Elayne Kalila Doughty, MA, MFT, Founder of the 
Priestess Presence Temple and author of The Sacred 
Call of the Ancient Priestess: Birthing a new Divine 
Feminine Archetype, has been on a path of passionate 
service for the past twenty years, inspiring women 
around the world to unleash their leadership gifts and 
step into their full potential. She specializes in helping 
women tap into their deepest wisdom, enabling them to 
harness their own transformational power to be more 
effective and whole in every aspect of their lives. She is 
a psychotherapist, spiritual activist, best-selling author, 
speaker, soul midwife, and ordained Priestess and 
Focalizer of the 13 Moon Mystery School lineage.  
Learn more at: www.Priestesspresence.com

You are invited to watch a special a 6-part reading of a new sacred myth. Come, enter your heart of 
remembrance and listen to us re-tell our story:

Step ONE: Light	your	fire

http://priestesspresence.com/hestia/
http://www.Priestesspresence.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0W-obaKlgA
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“Connecting with your high priestess self”

A High Priestess channels divine wisdom and brings it into everyday life to create magic and positive 
manifestations. She is involved in the process of creating “heaven on earth.” She is a speaker and 
teacher of Divine Wisdom.

The Ritual: 
Outcome of performing the ritual: Become a channel of light and connect to the higher parts within 
you so that you may lead your life with divine support and make life choices from a place of divine 
clarity. Through this process you become a role model and teacher of a better way of living and loving. 

The video takes you fluidly through the experience. You can do the ritual with me via the video to 
become familiar with this type of ritual. Then I want to encourage you to develop your own unique 
way. 

Here is a general outline of the ritual steps.
1. Create a quiet space and preferably sit on the floor or ground.
2. Make the space sacred by adding any spiritual items that mean something to you. I had my 

bowl and some other special items, i.e. a crystal heart symbolizing gentle love and an elephant 
symbolizing removal all blocks. Use your creativity to bring in whatever is special for you and 
symbolizing important things in your life and where you need support and/or guidance.

3. Become still by taking a few breaths to calm your mind. Drop down into your body through breath 
and body awareness. Begin to imagine a beautiful bright light coming into your crown chakra. 
Take time to imagine this divine light coming deeper into your body like a channel of light all the 
way down through each chakra to the base of your spine. Anchor this divine light from the heavens 
above, through YOU, and then deep into Mother Earth.

4. Embody this Divine Light
5. Be still and listen to the wisdom it (Your Higher Self) and Divine Guidance has to share with you.
6. End in gratitude.
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Anna-Thea is an author, speaker and visionary. Her 
teachings are heart-warming and filled with wisdom. 
She is dedicated to helping women live more sensually 
alive and speak confidently from their hearts. Anna-Thea 
offers practical solutions for women with body image 
and/or intimacy issues. She has a bachelor’s degree in 
Nutrition and is a Level 2 certified Kundalini Yoga and 
Vinyasa Flow instructor. She is also certified from the 
Divine Feminine Institute as a Spiritual Sexual Educator. 
Using principles from her extensive studies in yoga, 
nutrition, psychology and the Divine Feminine Institute 
she educates women to be leaders of love. Her book 
“Empower Yourself by Loving Your Body” and her 
weekly blog offer women insights to honor their bodies. 
Her tele-classes are fun, powerfully educational, and 
experientially transforming.  
For more information visit www.Anna-Thea.com

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=k7MOFnmtboY
http://www.Anna-Thea.com
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“Miraculous Isis Healing”

Isis is an Egyptian Goddess, the feminine archetype for creation; she is the goddess of fertility and 
motherhood. She was called the Mother of Life, but she was also known as the Crone of Death. Her 
immense powers earned her the titles of “The Giver of Life” and “Goddess of Magic”. Her best 
known story illustrates why she is simultaneously known as a creation goddess and a goddess of 
destruction.  She is married to the king-God Osiris and rules wisely when he is away. When he is torn 
apart by an enemy, she finds his parts and loves him back to life. Call on her for aligning with your 
essential truth, growing, catalyzing, being reborn, ripening potential, clarity, and feeling empowered. 
The Sword is Her sacred tool.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Release heavy emotions that you have been previously unable to 
release on your own. Allow the divine to flow through you with total surrender. Part of you that has 
been dead will be renewed.

Isis was known for her miraculous healing powers. We all have things that we need to heal from. We 
all struggle. Choose your most difficult struggle and bring it this ritual so that you can invoke a miracle 
healing from Isis. While you may not be able to imagine your life without this struggle, open yourself 
to the possibility of being liberated from this struggle now, through the Miracle of Isis.
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Too many women struggle with having the confidence in themselves to go after, let alone accomplish 
their big missions. Can you relate? If you don’t have the confidence to move forward with your 
mission, it’s impossible to have the impact you long to have. That’s why I created this free gift to 
support you in increasing your confidence, so that you can be the change you were born to be. Click 
here to download your PDF and audio: “Ignite your Confidence. Amplify your Impact.” 

Kavita Leela Arora is a Women’s Leadership Coach 
and attorney who has 27 years of business experience, 15 
years of Fortune 500 corporate experience and a lifetime 
of personal transformation and spiritual development. She 
brings all that skill to her mission of empowering women 
to speak up and prosper in life, love and work. 
In 2011, she left a lucrative, but uninspiring corporate 
career and dove into her business, quickly magnetizing 
her dream clients, filling her practice within a month of 
opening it, and creating 6-figures in her first 14 months 
in business. She’s devoted to helping you achieve similar 
success on your terms.

www.dailynirvana.com/confidence-and-impact-free-gift

Allow yourself to believe that after this struggle is released, the part of you that has been dead is being 
revived, healed and renewed.

All you will need for this ritual is small object like a flower, a crystal, a stone, or some other sacred 
object that you are willing to let go of at the end of the ritual and a quiet place, preferably a natural 
setting, in which to do the ritual.

1. Take your small object in your hand.

2. Say the following: “This (name of object) can be created and destroyed. Just like that the source of 
my pain can be destroyed. I release my pain to the Goddess Isis. It is done.”

3. Put your left hand on your heard and your right hand on the object and say the following: “Thank 
you (name of object). I am grateful to you, (name of object), for taking in and holding my pain.”

4. As you breathe in and out, feel your pain coming out of your heart and going into the object.

5. Say out loud: “Beloved Isis, take this pain from me now. I surrender it. I let it go so that you can 
heal it. I am open to your miraculous healing powers. As the pain leaves, my light comes back in. 
The Miracle is happening.”

6. Take the object and put it in a natural setting outside where no one is likely to disturb it.

7. Now, take a step away from the object into your Initiatory Inner Gateway into your renewed and 
restored life, forever liberated from this struggle.

http://www.dailynirvana.com/confidence-and-impact-free-gift
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“Isis Invocation”

Isis is the Feminine Archetype for Creation; she is the Goddess of fertility and motherhood. Isis (called 
“Aset” by the Egyptians), a daughter of Nut and Geb, is known in Ancient Egyptian mythology as a 
goddess of magic. 

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Deepening into your sensuality and feel embodied in your feminine 
power.

Isis represents love, beauty, sensual power, and the feminine essence of life.  She is a High Priestess, 
Mother, friend, teacher, and ally.  People know and connect with her through the symbol of the Moon, 
the Water/Mirror, and her long Egyptian wings.  She speaks to us through our intuition, so when we are 
following our inner guidance, we are being guided by her.

What you need:
• Bowl of water (golden bowl if possible).

• Candle.

• (Isis) Oracle deck.

• Feathers (pheasant if possible).

• Frame drum.

• A soft and feminine piece of music you love.
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Step ONE

Choose an area, or altar space that you feel most comfortable, where you can create a sense of peace 
and privacy.  Gather items that help you to create a sacred space, and connect with Isis and what she 
represents to you.  (ex: art/photos, candles, bowl of water, sage, crystals, stones, incense, figurine, 
oracle deck etc.)Once you’ve completed your list, your next step is to write out in full detail what has 
you the MOST upset about these men. This is your chance to really let it all out.

Step TWO

Shuffle your oracle deck while connecting with the energy of Isis, and choose a card to begin the ritual. 
Receive the individual meaning for you.

Step THREE:

Close your eyes and focus on your breath, to center and become present in your body.  Proceed from 
this grounded and connected place.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yn8dHeuHvRo
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I have always wanted a powerful Goddess-affirmation-song to start my day feeling more centered and 
empowered in all that I am!  I fiiiiiinally created one myself, and found that each time I recited it, I had 
a complete shift in energy and mood... and would LOVE to share this gift with you.  I hope you enjoy 
the Shakti Power Morning affirmation Mp3. I recommend listening to it in the morning while looking 
in the mirror.

Naia thrives on life’s beauty, creativity and supporting 
others in their passions and purpose. She is a women’s 
empowerment coach, writer and artist, and guides 
both the individual and collective process of women’s 
empowerment. She is the co-founder of Boundless®, a 
modality that clears the root causes of blockages, and she 
leads international retreats and Boundless trainings.  
Her mission is to create sacred space for women to 
reunite, heal, and empower one another to be all that they 
are, and support a new feminine leadership in the world.

http://www.naialeigh.com/

Step FOUR

Invoke the Spirit of Isis with your voice and or drum, calling her in and communicating with her 
however you intuitively feel guided. Here you can share your intentions or prayers, or ask for any 
guidance she may have for you.

Step FIVE

Play your feminine sensual piece of music while calling on the qualities of Isis (femininity, fluidity, 
sensuality)  to move through your body.  (If any emotions surface, lovingly accept them and you can 
imagine releasing and expressing them through your dance!

Step SIX

Offer your gratitude and close the ritual the way you feel inspired!

May you be filled with unconditional love, appreciation for the beauty of life, and your 
 unique flavor feminine sensuality.

http://www.naialeigh.com/
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“Remembering The Ancient Moon of Healing”

Ix’chel is the 16th-century name of the aged jaguar goddess of midwifery and medicine in ancient 
Maya culture. Call upon her for healing, fertility, childbirth and to connect with your roots  
as a spiritual healer.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Healing.

Get comfortable in a place that allows you to feel comfortable. Sit in lotus, lay down or sit straight 
up. Close your eyes. Place your hands by your side, palms facing up, relaxing gently. Relax your 
jaw, your neck, your muscles around your eyes. Feel the energy of water all around you, flowing. 
Imagine yourself at the Isla Mujeres, the Isle of Women. Walking along the sacred path leading to 
the uppermost point that is at the tip of the island where the sacred temple sits and awaits you with 
thousands of other women from around the world who have come here on this full moon to be present 
to the ancient cycle of our body temples healing.

It is here where you create fertile new ground.

Imagine that you have three sacred objects with you. Each one represents each of your desires to let go 
of, to heal or to accept. It is in this moment where you decide which one should come first. Use your 
right hand and pick up one of the objects and place it before you on the Earth. I want you to name an 
emotion of what that is, if it is grief, sadness, sorrow or anger. Name the emotion. Place it down on the 
Earth. 

The next sacred object you pick up, with your left hand. Place that before you right beside the first one. 
This is what you desire to replace it with. If it is sadness you can replace it with happiness or joy, what 
ever that would be for you. 

Now I want you to pick up the third object. I want you to pick it up with your left or right hand, it 
does not matter. Press your hands together with the object in between your hands and firmly seal them 
together, place your hands at your heart pressing up against your body. As you do this, I want you to 
send the energy all around you, connecting you and merging you with the merging and releasing all of 
the same time. Guiding you into integrity, harmony, alignment and responsibility. Hold the sacredness 
within you. When you are ready, place your hands down in front of you and release the object. You can 
return your hands down beside your body, relaxing. Take a nice deep breath and open your eyes. 

What you can do now is write down any reflections that you have, any insights or feelings that you had 
in a container to reminder of the truth of yourself. The truth of what you receive in life to acknowledge 
the intuitive abilities that you have, what you hold sacred. The cycles of your body, the earth and your 
mind. Know that you are held in beauty and are loved dearly, by all that is in creation. 
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http://www.soultherapy.ca/gift-for-you

Deborah Skye is a wisdom keeper, the world’s leading 
authority on Soul Therapy, CEO of Soul Therapy 
School®, creator of 13 Mystical Wisdom Teachings, 
Apprenticeship Training in Generational Healing & 
White Dragon Warrior Priestess Training. For 35 years 
Deborah Skye has been researching ancient landscapes 
and leads global retreats in the jungle, pyramids, 
temples and sacred stone gateways that lead women into 
understanding their own heart wisdom and inherited 
spiritual gifts from her ancestral lineage. She lives in the 
mystery of earth’s sacred beauty and shows women how 
to embody and live her own sacredness and power.

Deborah guides you to understand how your soul purpose shows up, how to harness the gifts that you 
have brought with you and what lessons you have already experienced to utilize, to empower and gain 
confidence in life to live your purpose. If you are seeking to stop the feeling of being ‘stuck, feeling 
confused or having the feeling on not being able to keep it together, or being successful in your career 
or experiencing a happy fulfilling relationship, you most likely are not aware of your soul’s purpose:

Anytime that you need strength or courage look up at the moon, connect with your womb. Place your 
hands over your sacral chakra. Know that you have within you the potential to create life. With that I 
give thanks for this opportunity to share with you, the sisterhood and for the love that we have for one 
another and for our planet.

Listen to the audio here.

http://www.soultherapy.ca/gift-for-you
https://s3.amazonaws.com/stream-tribal/GRG/Deborah+Skye+King+Ixchel.mp3
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“The 4 Fierce Elements”

Kali is the Hindu goddess (or Devi) of death, time, and doomsday and is often associated with 
sexuality and violence but is also considered a strong mother-figure and symbolic of motherly-love. 
She removes the ego and liberates the soul from the cycle of birth and death.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Space, clarity and capacity to create powerfully and in a balanced way.

Inside each of us is a fierce part that wants to be expressed. That fierce part is about truth and clear 
everything that is no longer useful away so you can feel the balance and capacity to create inside of 
you.

Kali is bold. She is powerful. She is within you waiting to be awoken and activated. Call upon her 
when you need to get back into your power, courage and confidence and feel your raw sense of self. 
Kali will help you honor yourself and truth for the highest good.

This ritual will help you invoke her energy through the 4 fierce elements earth, wind, water, and fire of 
release and clearing.

What you’ll need:
• A safe, uninterrupted place

• A bell

• A bowl of water

• A candle

• A rock (I use my volcano rocks)

Step ONE: Fire

Feel the intensity of fire to burn away your limiting beliefs that are no longer serving you. Allow that 
lava to clear your body temple of anything that no longer belongs to you and is standing in the way of 
your life mission.

Step TWO: Water

Feel a tidal wave is flooding your body and washing away all the beliefs that have been infiltrated 
inside of you and they never belonged to you. Allow the flood to go from head to toe and clean and 
clear and harmonize your body.
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Discover how to find the right man to share your life with & be happier fast without loneliness, fear 
or wasting any more time! Sign up for your complimentary 1:1 «Find The Right Man» 60 min. phone 
discovery session with Antia!

Antia Boyd has been helping single women all over 
the world to find the right man to share their life with 
and be happier quickly without loneliness, sadness or 
wasting any more time for over 10+ years. She studied 
Personality Psychology at U.C. Berkeley, has spoken 
on stages and radio shows all over the US, and has led 
dozens of Soulmate Support Groups (where most of the 
women there have attracted the right man for them!) She 
now lives in the beautiful Bay Area of California with 
her loving & supportive soulmate husband Brody.

http://howtofindtherightman.com/

Step THREE: Air

Imagine a tornado enter your body and allow this tornado that is standing in the way of your highest 
good. Any outer voices or even images. Allow the tornado to destroy it all.

Step FOUR: Earth

Ground yourself into the earth. Take your rock and hold it into your hand and allow that grounding 
quality of earth to infiltrate and saturate your body.

Step FIVE: Feel your capacity and space inside of yourself to create.

Download the audio here.

http://howtofindtherightman.com/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7mxUT_yCw6iMFl5S0VQRU44bEJhMlFBb085V3dKY3EzVktv/view?usp=sharing
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“Goddess of Compassion Violet Flame meditation”

Kuan Yin (Guanyin) is an East Asian spiritual figure of mercy, and a bodhisattva associated with 
compassion. The name Guanyin is short for Guanshiyin, which means “Perceiving the Sounds (or 
Cries) of the World”. Some Buddhists believe that when one of their adherents departs from this world, 
they are placed by Guanyin in the heart of a lotus, and then sent to the western pure land of Sukhāvatī.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Greater peace and clarity of heart.

We begin with crystal sound to set the sacred space then move into a grounding visualization practice 
to “get here now”. The meditation begins by bringing our awareness to our crown chakra and invoking 
the violet ray. We continue to work with the Violet ray, bringing the light through our form, seeding 
prayers and intentions of opening to receive this rarified frequency and to bless ourselves and connect 
with the “Heart of Compassion”. When we arrive at the heart chakra in our visualization of this Violet 
light bath, we then engage the mudra of “love, only love” and then create the mudra of “the jewel in 
the center of the lotus flower and the triple flame of love, wisdom and power”. With this mudra we 
combine the mantra of “Om Mani Padme Hum”. We then continue our Violet light bath until we are 
fully saturated I this frequency and sit like an embodiment of Kuan Yin. Now we begin the Violet 
Flame practice.

VIOLET FLAME TRANSMUTATIONAL PROCESS

Meditation: 
Visualize one person in front of you that you love/adore.. fully imagine and feel your adoration. Then 
visualize someone behind you that you dislike or judge. Then visualize someone to your right that you 
feel the need to forgive, or be forgiven by. And on the left side a total stranger.. someone you just saw 
in your journey today. 

If there is any difference between how you feel about these four positions you don’t have a complete 
understanding of the true nature of either compassion or forgiveness. 

Then Call in the violet flame into the heart.. allow it to spread to every cell, muscle, bone, nerve 
synapse, fanning out to engulf the whole body and subtle bodies. With that in place, allow the fire 
to begin to make a spiral vortex that begins to spin faster and faster until all 4 positions you were 
holding around you are engulfed in the violet fire.. allow this flame to burn away anything that you are 
presently willing to let go of, forgive or hold compassion for. 
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The Goddess of Compassion Transmission Music Video: 
https://vimeo.com/151620549

Eden Amadora is a spirit and embodiment coach, 
as well as a voice coach, sound healer, singer and 
devotional “prayer-formance” artist. She finds great joy 
in empowering others to embody and express their most 
essential, radiant selves and discover their authentic 
voices. As an ordained priestess of the 13 moon 
mystery school, Eden provides archetypal guidance 
working with individuals and focalizing circles with 
guided meditation, chanting, devotional singing and 
embodiment practices of the sacred feminine.

Love is for giving! 

And forgiveness is for you! As you release the blocked energy in your heart, you are brought back into 
greater wholeness, peace and wellbeing. 

Om Mani Padme Hum

https://vimeo.com/151620549
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=0WCmcatQS-U
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“Offering to Lalita Mental Ritual”

Lalita Tripura Sundari (“the charming beauty of the three worlds”) is the form of the goddess who most 
successfully holds together the apparent opposites of executive power and sexuality, and of sexual and 
spiritual love. Queenly and playful, she represents a most delicious form of the integrated feminine. 
She is connected to Parvati, who is herself a beautiful form of Kali. In a sense, Lalita integrates the 
qualities of Parvati – the faithful yogini wife – with those of Kali, the untamable wild woman.  Lalita is 
primarily a Tantric goddess – a mediatrix of the inner realms, a guide through the portals of high stages 
of samadhi. She is the divine beauty (sundari) who permeates the waking, dream, and deep-sleep 
states – the tripura, or “three worlds” – as well as the physical, subtle, and causal bodies in which we 
experience those worlds.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Invoke radiant erotic energy, feel free and joyful, and revel in the 
ecstasy of divine presence.

For me, the key to connecting with Lalita was to recognize her as the electrical energy that pulses 
through my body, which I can draw on for creative action as well as in relationship. To realize the 
empowered erotic in relationship demands first that it be realized inwardly as an autonomous power 
of self-love. Bringing Lalita alive as an inner archetype, through meditation, is a first step toward 
incarnating her in your relationship with your own body and in relationship with another.

Using a mental ritual, you can imagine giving her the most elaborate, exquisite offerings, which is a 
very powerful way of connecting with her energy.

Listen to the Mental Ritual audio here.

https://s3.amazonaws.com/stream-tribal/GRG/SallyKemptonLalitaMentalRitual.mp3
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Sally Kempton teaches at the cutting edge of ancient and 
contemporary wisdom, unfolding the energetic practices 
of the tantrikas in an atmosphere that creates space for real 
inner change. A former swami in a Vedic tradition, she has 
been teaching for nearly 40 years and is known for her 
powerful transmissions of meditative states. Sally is the 
author of Awakening Shakti: The Transformative Power 
of the Goddesses of Yoga and the best-selling Meditation 
for the Love of It. She also has an audio program of 
meditations on the Vijnana Bhairava Tantra called 
Doorways to the Infinite. Sally offers regular retreats and 
workshops as well as teleconferences and you can see her 
full schedule at www.SallyKempton.com

http://www.SallyKempton.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=H0W-obaKlgA
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“Wealth is already within you”

Lakshmi is a goddess as radiant as gold, often seen sitting or standing on a lotus flower that represents, 
spiritual awakening, peace, fertility and good fortune.  In Sanskrit, the word Laksya means “aim’ or 
“goal”.  Ancient stories reveal that she is an earth fertility goddess, while others say she is a water 
goddess who comes from a lotus blossom deep within the ocean.  Her beautiful essence is reflected 
in art,  gardens in full bloom, the beauty of the ocean, elegant fashion, and precious jewels & metals.  
She allows money to flow into your life with ease and grace. Legend says that she appears to devotees; 
generously gifting riches of love, food and good fortune.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Activating all energetic fields in all areas of your life so you feel 
abundant.

Lakshmi is not only the bringer of good fortune but will bless your home and remind you that wealth 
is already within you. She reveals that you are perhaps the only resistance to your own abundance.  
With her display of generosity she teaches you to let go of any boundaries that limit your own ability to 
receive.  She helps you release the burdens of worry and supports you to manifest personal fulfillment 
on all levels in mind/peace, body purity/ beauty and spiritual freedom.  

You may see her as you drop into this meditation.  She has four arms and one of her hands is palm 
facing out...fingertips pointing to the earth and down with gold coins falling from her hands...her other 
hand is palm out with fingers facing up to block fear.  Her other two hands are holding lotus flowers.  
She is sweet and nourishing; the embodiment of grace and beauty.  
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http://juliemcafee.com/freegift/

When doing this meditation, hold space for yourself by sitting tall with your eyes closed and start the 
recording.

I invite you to chant the mantra below after your meditation to thank Lakshmi for the wisdom she has 
blessed you with today.

Lakshmi Mantra: 
Om Shreem Lakshmiyei Namah

Remember...any time you wish to call Lakshmi into your energy field to support you in the areas 
discussed above you can chant ‘Om Shreem Lakshmiyei Namah’.

Listen to the audio here.

Julie McAfee is an Empowerment Mentor, Spiritual 
Leader activating others divine within. She is a catalyst of 
transformation for thousands of women in their daily lives 
stepping into their truth, gifts, power & has specialized 
in supporting visionary entrepreneurs now opening her 
doors to many. As they clear the old they have the ability 
to consciously create their reality with grace and ease. 
She has been published in magazines, radio programs, a 
contributing author to a book to support women knowing 
they are not alone on their path. Most recently she is 
presently co-creating a foundation to support women 
and children on a global scale. Join working with her in 
person/remotely, in her trainings or private retreats in 
beautiful Telluride Colorado. www.JulieMcAfee.com

The “FREE Brain Wave Meditation To Clear The Subconscious And Create Abundance”, is a 
wonderful start to activate the abundance within.  You will not only receive an abundance activation 
but you will learn how the subconscious works connecting you to your conscious mind that creates 
your reality.

http://juliemcafee.com/freegift/
https://drive.google.com/file/d/0B7mxUT_yCw6iV0ZVOFFZZUR2dkJnaWV3dkRURno1QVEwN3Fn/view
http://www.JulieMcAfee.com
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“Shed The Shame: A Ritual for LILITH’s Daughters”

Lilith was the counterpart to Adam, before Eve. She left Adam because she did not want to be 
subservient to him. She was demonized by Judeo-Christian Doctrine. But today she is a symbol of 
Women claiming their sovereignty.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Releasing Shame. Feeling Empowered.

SHED THE SHAME

A Red Tent ritual for LILITH’s DAUGHTERS!

Dearest Sisters, 
Let me help you SHED the shame. 
I will cleanse you with sage. 
And wipe your body with salt water. 
Let me put my hand on your heart. 
You can put your own hand, on your belly.

 
Now 
Let’s wash away the SHAME.

Together, We: 
* Wash away the SHAME because you menstruate. 
* Wash away the SHAME because you breasts. 
* Wash away the SHAME for your sex. 
* Wash away the SHAME because you grow older. 
* Wash away the SHAME for not being attractive enough. 
* Wash away the SHAME for gaining weight. 
* Wash away the shame for having opinions that differ from other’s. 
* Wash away the shame for living for yourself.

REPEAT AFTER ME

I wash away the SHAME for being a WOMB*man. 
I wash away the SHAME for having a BODY, 
that functions just as a body should.
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Join www.OurRedTent.com! And be a part of our community!

Now!

Write down everything you feel SHAME for, and RIP IT UP!

Burn IT in the fire.

Watch this video and reclaim your life!

 
I Love you, 
AuROARa

Aurora Rae is the FoundHer of Our Red Tent.com. 
She is a women’s mysteries educator and Our Red Tent 
sisterhood circle facilitator.  
Aurora travels the world speaking on the wild feminine 
archetype, celebrating our shadow selves. She offers 
retreats and training programs help women facilitate 
their own Red Tent support group circles and be 
educated in the Priestess Arts.

http://www.OurRedTent.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F4mvE82F4D0
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“Sacred Union of Divine Feminine and Divine Masculine:  
Reclaiming Sacred Sexuality”

While not a Goddess in this sense of a deity, Mary Magdalene (or Magdalena), is the feminine 
archetype symbolizing empowered sexuality, the embodiment of Divine Union, devotion and 
unconditional Love. She was the Beloved partner of Yeshua, Jesus Christ and in sacred union, their 
love was pure and profound. She is regaining her place beside him, as his counterpart and as of 2016, 
she is has been reinstated by Pope Francis as a Saint in the Catholic Church. 

She was a High Priestess of the Mystery Schools in the Temple of Goddess Isis and  with Yeshua, 
became the vessel and living embodiment for the Rite of Sacred Marriage or Hieros Gamos. She is 
rising in the consciousness of women around the world in the reclamation of sacred sexuality, pleasure, 
passion, empowered sovereignty and sacred union/partnership.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: a reclamation of sacred sensuality and the Beloved within (the Union 
of Sacred Masculine and Sacred Feminine) and for empowering your journey in sacred sexuality, 
womb sovereignty and partnership.

Call upon Mary Magdalene to assist you in transmuting sexual shame to sexual freedom, to marry the 
Beloved within you, and to support you in sacred partnership.

What you’ll need:
• 1 red candle and 1 white candle

• Red & white roses

• Essential oils of rose & spikenard

• Shawl

• Pink Thread/Yarn

• Scissors

• Music Playlist of about 10 minutes to evoke Release or live Medicine Drumming

• Music Playlist of about 15 minutes to evoke Sensuality & Eroticism

Optional:
• Tea Lights

• Red and white/clear crystals

• Wear red, white or pink clothing
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Prep

Decorate your altar space in the devoted colours of red and white. Red symbolizing the colour of blood 
and white symbolizing the colour of semen. Both colours that together symbolize creation and when 
mixed become passionate pink. 

Light the tea lights if you have some, but keep the red and white candles unlit until later in the ritual.

Step ONE: Opening and Grounding

Ground into the space with the sound of Ma 3x to evoke the Mother Goddess and a short centering 
meditation with the breath, one hand on the Heart, one hand on the Womb space, connecting to 
earth below and sky above. Or any other grounding meditation you feel resonant with, calling upon 
benevolent forces and guides to be present. 

Then invite everyone (if in a group) go around in a circle and have every woman share her name 
and what she is present to in this moment, in one word. Example: I am Achintya and I am present to 
Gratitude.

After everyone is complete, this becomes a good time to make sure all women agree to keep 
everything shared in this ritual confidential, to support the integrity of the group and the trust needed in 
being able to share vulnerably and openly. You can do so by a group consensus with a show of hands. 

Step TWO: Womb Heart Speak

Answer the following questions (and/or write them down if you wish). If in a group, create triads of 
women allowing 3 mins per person, per answer. The women listening are supporting through loving 
presence and witnessing without commenting.

Light the Red Candle
1. What do you appreciate/love about your feminine/lunar qualities?

Light the White Candle
2. What do you appreciate/love about your masculine/solar qualities?
3. What feelings/baggage/beliefs in regards to your sexuality are ready to be released?
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Step THREE: Movement Release

Place the shawl over the head to cover the eyes and play the music to evoke release (or drum and 
rattle) for 10 or so minutes to move and shake and sound and dance whatever it is that needs releasing. 
Shake it out! Let it go. With the body, with the breath, with sound, with movement.

Allow 3 mins of silence between step 3 and 4 for tears, for stillness, for a sacred pause…

Step FOUR: Sister Womb Blessing & Anointing

Make your way back into triads. Invite each woman to come home into the womb space of love and 
sister support to receive the blessing of being honoured and anointed. Take 5-10 mins per woman. 

Anoint the heart and womb/belly with Rose essential oil and the feet with Spikenard essential oil. 
Whisper to her empowering and loving messages. Take rose petals from the altar, shower her with 
them and gently brush the velvety softness of the petals to her skin, allowing her woman to breath 
into pleasure and receptivity of sacred touch (not on breasts or yoni and ask if there are any areas she 
doesn’t want touched).  

You can do this sitting/standing/lying down depending on what feels best in the space you are in.

Step FIVE: Sensual Movement Reclamation Celebration 

Play your sensual music playlist (around 15 mins) and place the veil over the head to cover your eyes 
and let your sensual self move with pleasure. Let pleasure lead the way. What feels good? What feels 
good to your hips? Thighs? Feet? Yoni? Heart? Experiment with circles, undulations, and breathing 
from the nose and the mouth. Empower thyself with the gift of this body temple and rekindle a 
connection to sacred sensual movment.

Again, allow for a 3 minute sacred pause between Step 5 & 6

Step SIX: Thread Weaving Womb Speak & Sister Song Circle

Make your way into a circle with the whole group. Standing up, wrap the pink thread (symbolizing the 
coming together of blood and semen/ union of sacred feminine and masculine) around your hips and 
speak outloud:  
“I Am _____________ (share your name). I Am Reclaiming _________________ (share whatever you 
are reclaiming in a one or two sentences). And so it is.”

Then have everyone repeat, “And so it is!” after each woman shares. 

Pass the thread to the next woman. And repeat until everyone shares and is complete. Once all the 
thread is around each woman in one piece, sing together:

“I am the power of the moon, 
I am are the love of the Goddess, 
I am the power of the womb, 
And sister, I am you.” 

Change “I” to “We” after singing it a few times.

Dedicate round to the sister beside you, to the other side of you, to each other, to the global sisterhood, 
to the Mary Magdalene, to all women.

Listen to the song: www.goddessrising.org/sacred-sounds

Song with Mudras created through Achintya Devi June 2016, in the same month that Mary Magdalene 
was newly recognized and given Saintly status by the Pope.

http://www.goddessrising.org/sacred-sounds
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Reclaim the rhythm of your feminine power by mapping your personal lunar cycles with the Goddess 
Rising Moon Mandala. After a few months of tracking, you’ll be anchored in knowing your personal 
rhythms of creation to make choices for when to activate and when to nourish, when to ebb and 
when to flow. You will also receive a Moon Phase Quick Chart for the current year and gain access 
to FREE online Goddess Rituals that take place during the High Holy Days of the year in sync with 
Grandmother Moon.

Achintya Devi is the Founder of Goddess Rising 
Sisterhood, a Temple School of Women’s Wisdom & 
Moon Mysteries, dedicated to activating and empowering 
the Wild Sacred Feminine within women worldwide 
through Moon Priestess Trainings and Leadership 
Certifications, Wild Sacred Women Retreats, a HerStory 
Rising Publication and an Online Global Moon Sisters 
Temple. 
As a Women’s Wisdom Guide & Teacher, Ordained 
Priestess, Wholistic Health Practitioner, Acupressure 
Therapist and Kundalini Yoga & Meditation Teacher, 
she is especially passionate about women reclaiming and 
embodying the rhythm of their Womb/Moon Wisdom and 
rising together in sisterhood to reawaken the collective 
Feminine Power for lasting transformation within and 
to serve as Sacred Feminine Leaders in this era of great 
Planetary Awakening. 
Achintya is from British Colombia, teaches and travels 
internationally and is based on Maui.  
www.GoddessRising.org

www.GoddessRising.org/moon-gifts

Then after the song is complete, pass the scissors around so that each woman cuts the thread/yarn and 
ties it to make her own womb blessing belt. This thread symbolizes the connection to the great Womb 
Web we are all a part of, and supported in sisterhood. Keep the thread on as long you feel to and when 
it’s ready to come off, offer it to the earth or the waters with a prayer.

Step SEVEN: Sacrament

Enjoy the luscious tastes of chocolate, strawberries and raspberries.

Step EIGHT: Completion 

Give thanks for the Blessing of this ritual and to Mary Magdalene and gratitude to all the seen and 
unseen support that has been present and release them.  Then complete by chanting “Ma” 3x 

“In the name of the One, our circle is open, and yet unbroken. It is done. It is done. It is done.  
Blessed Be.”

http://www.GoddessRising.org
http://www.GoddessRising.org/moon-gifts
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“A Divine Mother Cocktail to Soothe Your Soul”

Mother Mary is the very essence of unconditional Love. She holds a template to the most empowered 
Mother-child relationship the world has ever experienced. And her grace and compassion comfort 
the world like a warm blanket swaddling a newborn baby. She’s your greatest ally and friend but also 
your loving Mother who gently guides you back into your heart where her greatest desire is to help 
you come alive and remember who you truly are. Her miracles are infinitely available to help you love 
yourself without limits, conditions or restraint. And she helps you establish fierce boundaries as you 
surrender into what you truly desire. Her greatest joy is helping you open your heart so you receive the 
miracles of Love.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Deepen your capacity to receive, empower your sense of worth and 
value, nurture and love yourself from the inside out and reunite with your own Divinity in new and 
surprising ways.

Through kindness and compassion, Mary is an intimate lover ready to empower you. She can teach you 
how to turn any neediness and requests for outward validation into the pure ecstasy of unconditional 
love and acceptance that only YOU can give yourself.

She’s here to help you love yourself in the way that you’ve always wanted through receiving your 
own kindness. Listen as she whispers in your heart and shows you the true meaning of Love and the 
many different forms it can take. Including the love that lives underneath the masks that hide your 
imperfections and greatest fears or insecurities.

Allow her miracle of Love to unfold deep from within as your kindness naturally reveals itself and 
leads you into greater peace and presence.

This ritual will help you receive kindness and compassion using the element of water as you deepen 
the Love within all of your relationships, starting with yourself first.

Here’s what you’ll need to make your Divine Mother Cocktail:
• A pitcher (preferably glass) to fill with high quality, filtered water

• Rose quartz, amethyst and selenite healing stones (pocket size or similar)

• A statue, picture or symbol of Mother Mary that resonates with you

• A candle and matches

• Pen and paper
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You’ll be creating an altar to activate your healing water (cocktail) and will drink it every day for 40 
days. Mary’s beautiful energy infuses your water as you receive it deep into the cells of your body.

Participating in the ritual for 40 days (or longer if you desire) ensures that your body sets a new pattern 
of receiving as your transformation happens from the inside out.

This ritual will challenge your capacity to be present, receive and keep your cup full (literally) as you 
begin to awaken more kindness and compassion within yourself.

Step ONE: Choose a sacred space

Create a spot on your kitchen counter for the pitcher to sit. Be sure to choose a space that can be kept 
free of clutter and out of reach from any pets and children. Once you have chosen your spot, fill your 
pitcher with fresh, filtered water.

Step TWO: Activate your altar

Place your rose quartz, amethyst and selenite stones around your pitcher so they encompass it and 
begin infusing your water with soothing love and peace. Then place/prop up your Mary statue, image 
or picture near the pitcher so it’s facing the water. Then with your pen and paper, write these 3 words: 
Love, Compassion and Kindness. And place it under or near your pitcher so they’re also facing your 
water. You can even take a marker and write the words onto the pitcher if that’s easier.

Step THREE: Mix up your cocktail

It’s time to light your candle and ask Mother Mary to bless your alter and infuse it with her loving 
Presence so you receive exactly what she’s ready to give you. She hears you and is always listening. 
So tell her what you want to receive from participating in this ritual. It can be as simple as “Help me 
to open my heart and love myself” or “Please help me be kind and gentle with myself”. She’s ready to 
help!

Step FOUR: Allow it to work FOR you

Let your water charge for at least 24 hours before your first sip. You can set it up before going to bed 
and allow it to work its magic while you’re sleeping. How easy is that?
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Receive your free handout, Miracles of Kindness: 10 Simple Ways to Be Kind and Loving With 
Yourself and Your Children. This practical guide outlines 10 of the easiest, most effective and 
enlightening ways that will help nurture the relationship with yourself and your children. These 
powerful tips will help you follow what feels good as you learn to trust your Spirit from the inside out.

Alison Elsberry is the founder of the Temple of Mary, 
a spiritual and educational resource center empowering 
the Spirit of children and families. She loves helping 
you recognize your child’s behaviors as clues to their 
most meaningful spiritual gifts and talents. So you can 
overcome frustration, doubt and overwhelm to feel 
confident and at peace raising your child into their fullest 
spiritual expression. Alison has 17 years of experience 
as a pediatric occupational therapist and holistic health 
specialist working with Moms, babies and children. 
And she enjoys sharing the wisdom of Mother Mary to 
help raise the next generation of spiritual leaders on our 
planet. Visit: www.AlisonElsberry.com to learn more.

http://bit.ly/29UOuVL

Step FIVE: Drink it in…

Now it’s time to receive. Grab your favorite glass and fill it with your healing cocktail. Sip and savor. 
And thank your water for filling you up with exactly what you need. Then every time you drink your 
water over the next 40 days, pause and allow. Feel it in your body. And say “thank you, I receive”.

Step SIX: Keep your pitcher full

Every time you pour water into your cup, glass or bottle, make sure you fill up the pitcher again. This 
gets you used to the energy of plenty, enough, abundance and receiving more. It will create a sense of 
importance around making sure you allow yourself to receive more than enough in every area of your 
life.

Step SEVEN: Give to yourself

The energy of this ritual is designed to empower your ability to receive. So make sure you share your 
water with YOU. Enjoy receiving it. And having it. This helps you establish healthy boundaries around 
making yourself a priority and making sure your needs are met first before extending your energy 
outwardly to others.

*BONUS STEP: Celebrate your beauty

Buy your favorite flowers weekly and arrange them into a few vases so you can place them in multiple 
rooms of your house. Every time you walk by your flowers or see them, pause and stop what you’re 
doing. Say hello to your Spirit and then say something kind and loving to yourself. Flowers are a 
perfect way to surround yourself in beauty and remind you of yours.

Enjoy your 40 days of receiving this Divine Mother Cocktail and the miracles it brings. May it open 
your heart as Love guides the way.

http://www.AlisonElsberry.com
http://bit.ly/29UOuVL
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“Be Divine, Be Desire Ritual”

Parvati, the Mountain Goddess. Parvati is part of the tantric pantheon of goddesses. She is the ultimate 
creatrix, original yogini, and wife, of Lord Shiva, the Destroyer. Through Parvati we connect with the 
sacred feminine inside ourselves. Both strong in her individual essence, and deeply seductive in her 
radiance, it is Parvati, that teaches us the importance of embodying our beauty and helps to understand 
the fundamental truth, that it is through the feminine, the power of Shakti, that others are awakened, 
and inspired toward to pursue their greatest self-actualization. She is the Goddess of sacred union, 
wild eroticism, desire and pleasure, divine love, and spiritual awakening. It is through the fiery love of 
Parvati and Shiva that we can see our spiritual journey as the path of pleasure instead of one wrought 
with pain, solitude and suffering. We can invoke Parvati to call in partnerships, to unify the masculine 
and feminine within ourselves, to help us in our commitments, to reconnect with our radiant beauty 
and to remember the sacred feminine within ourselves.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: 

• come back into your sensuality, when you feel disconnected and overworked

• amplify your radiance as a magnetic force of attraction out in the world

• get ready to meet your beloved, or a new potential love

• turn-on your desire to create whatever you want in your life

Parvati reminds us of the importance of embodying our beauty, and using the power of desire, and our 
radiance, as the biggest tool for creating what we want in our life.

This ritual will turn on, and amplify, what is called your “divine feminine essence”…the radiant beauty 
and energetic flow, that is available, and accessible, to every woman. This radiance, is the creative 
magic of the Universe. When we feel into this, embody it, and let it come out and play in the world, we 
are tapping into our goddess-given right, to create whatever it is we want in our life.

HOW TO PREPARE FOR THE “BE DIVINE, BE DESIRE” RITUAL:

These steps are “ideal” for your ritual setting, however, sometimes circumstances are “less than 
ideal”…and some of the best rituals are done in-the-moment, as we require. And, sometimes that 
means we are just pulling over on the side of the road.

For added extra-special sauce, do this sitting on the earth, in a sacred place in nature. This is a great 
New Moon Ritual.

Be undisturbed: Close out low vibrational media, and other distractions (ie. turn off your cell phone).
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Create your sacred space: Create an impromptu altar using precious elemental objects...such as a 
flower, a stick, a stone... that you have gathered from the outdoor vicinity, or items that are special to 
you. Have a candle and matches as well.

Show up clean, clear + dressed for ritual success: For the ultimate in ritual success, shower, bathe, 
smudge the area and your aura.

Dress and adorn yourself in the way speaks to the outcome you desire from this ritual.

Download the guided audio of this ritual: http://bit.do/parvati 

The Ritual:

Step ONE: CREATE YOUR SACRED SPACE

Breathe and center yourself. Feel your hips heavy, rooted, supported, and held by the earth. If you are 
sitting in nature, feel into this beautiful space around you. If you are indoors, begin to imagine you in a 
sacred spot in nature.

Step TWO: CONNECT WITH YOUR DESIRE

Bring to mind your desire. What would you like to invite in? 
What are we asking Parvati to ignite for you? 
More sensuality? More centeredness? More strength? 
A way of being in your radiant beauty? Or, a specific “thing?”

Step THREE: IGNITE YOUR DESIRE

Hold your desire in your mind’s eye.

While you do this, ignite your match, and light your candle in front of you. 
As you light the candle, see yourself “igniting” your desire.

Soften your eyes, and gaze into the flame, seeing your desire burning there, energized, and being 
fueled, out in front of you.

Using your breath, imagine you are inhaling this desire, planting this vision, this idea, deep down into 
the core of your belly, your womb.

This should feel warm, sensuous, tingly, juicy.

Use your breath to really turn this up! And, dare I say, even turn yourself on.

It is that turned-on state that gets our manifestation juices flowing!

Step FOUR: FUEL YOUR DESIRE

As you continue to breath, inhaling and exhaling, see that flame of your desire, flickering there, in your 
creative core, your sacral chakra, the center of your womb.

Feel it there, get sexy with it, generating energy, feel the heat of this desire, the passion, to fuel this 
thing in your life.

Use every inhale, and every exhale to fuel this flame, making it brighter, more solid and more 
energized.

Feel it there, passionate, like the sexiest lover, building heat in your pelvic center.

http://bit.do/parvati
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Step FIVE: FIRE YOUR DESIRE

When your belly feels so full-up with your desire, take a few more conscious inhales and exhales, 
and when ready, using a forced exhale, shoot this desire outside of your body…exhaling, imaging this 
energy exploding out of you, creating a radiant ball of light that reaches to the furthest points on the 
surrounding horizon, or even beyond.

Your desire, is now activated out in the cosmos, where the elements, mountains, sun, moon, stars, and 
the earth, can now co-create with you.

Step SIX: RECEIVE YOUR DESIRE

Feel what it is like to be sitting at the center of this radiant ball of energy that is co-mingling out in the 
world with you at the center, and your womb and sacred flame inside, at the very core.

Then, begin to sense a reversal of energy, instead of sending energy outward, now go into a space of 
receptivity and absolute surrender.

As you do this, you begin to feel your desire, made real, coming toward you.

Begin to receive this desire…whatever you have asked for, is filling your surroundings, coming toward 
your body. Feel it touch your skin.

Your desire, made manifest, moves into your body, filling up your limbs and moving into your muscles 
and your cells.

This desire, has been created!

Are you able to receive it?

Being able to receive your desire, and allow it to enter you is the ultimate surrender, and most 
important step!
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Have you felt like you are stuck on the hamster wheel of life, spinning with no way to get off? Are 
you overwhelmed with the stresses and pressures of the day-to-day? Have you yearned for a more 
meaningful way you could live your life, connect with nature, and be in deeper connection with your 
sensual Soul? Check out this «Foundation of the Feminine Mysteries» and find, how by using Ritual, 
life can be a bit sexier, and you can create the space to manifest the life you want.

Jennifer Mizel is a Spirit Guide and Mystic, bringing 
light to life, and supporting the journey, for other 
adventurous souls. Weaving together universal 
knowledge, sacred teachings and ancient wisdom, 
Jennifer brings others into a deep connection with the 
earth, to facilitate a reconnection with the sacred nature 
within themselves. Jennifer is committed to shifting 
global consciousness, and does so through her writing, 
private retreats + rituals and initiations, supporting 
thought-leaders, visionaries, and agents-of-change, to 
live and embody, who they are Divinely here to be. You 
can find her high in the Rocky Mountains where she 
communes with the Mountain Goddess, and lives with 
her lover, the Mountain. Connect at jennifermizel.com

Get my Ritual Tool Kit at jennifermizel.com/ritual-a-gogo

Step SEVEN: RECEIVE YOUR DESIRE

Let the energy of your desire, made real, BE, in your body.

Let it be so.

It already is.

Or, you already are.

Breath in this new reality, this new creation. Sit with it. Let it integrate.

When it feels complete, give a bow of gratitude… 
to yourself, your radiance, your beauty, and the power of Shakti, the essence of Parvati, for blessing 
you and connecting you with your miraculous force of creation that resides within.

Come back to present time. Place your hands and feet on the ground.

Your desire has been created. Let it be. Leave it to the Universe.

Get up, say thank you to the elements. Blow out your candle.

And be in the radiance that is your sacred feminine Soul.

To read more about the love story of Parvati and receive a guided audio visit: http://bit.do/parvati

http://jennifermizel.com
http://jennifermizel.com/ritual-a-gogo
http://bit.do/parvati
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“The Art of ILLUMINATED CREATION”

Saraswati is the Hindu Goddess of Illuminated Creation. She awakens our inspiration in spoken word 
and song and through our material creations in the world, but to truly know her is to in essence become 
empty, to become a Sacred Vessel for Her Illuminated Consciousness to become manifest in the world, 
in service to the well being and highest aspirations of all beings now and through the cycles of time.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Let Her Flow through you as the Luminous River of Light your Soul’s 
Essence Inspiration revealed, indeed the Goddess, Herself Illuminating the World.

We are in a profound moment of Luminous Awakening.  This is the time of the flowering and 
remembering of our essential legacy and wisdom as women, the essence of the Wisdom of the Goddess 
herself as manifests through us in these times of global evolution and transformation. 

As women, it is a time for our voices to rise in full force and for the Illuminated Creations of our Soul 
to come forth in multiple forms: from dance to business; to writing and song; from technology and 
healing, to sacred wisdom and sacred sexuality; to the creations of cities, and cultural foundations. 
It is time to come forth as leaders of wisdom in multiple fields and to the remember how to live in 
deep harmony with our Mother Earth in a way that deeply nourishes the well being of all beings for 
generations to come. 
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Please go HERE http://gaiacodex.com/3791-2/ to receive yours.

The following is a Saraswati Activation in audio form. Take Her with you as you walk in the forest 
and when you prepare your personal temple for the creation of your Sacred Offerings. Use this audio 
to reconnect to the deeper Wisdom which is both the Essence of your Soul and the Healing Medicine 
of the Goddess, herself flowing through you and illuminating you in these times of great planetary 
awakening, healing and evolution. 

Download your ILLUMINATED ACTIVATION of SARASWATI here.

Sarah Drew is the author of GAIA CODEX: A Novel 
and Ancient Wisdom Text Revealed.  As an explorer of 
culture and consciousness, she has traveled extensively 
around the world from the high peaks of Bhutan to the 
jungles of the Amazon. An experienced lecturer, who 
has taught at the graduate level and at organizations such 
as Google, Sarah is committed to the awakening of the 
Sacred Feminine, the evolution of consciousness and 
the protection and revitalization of our Mother Earth at 
this critical turning point in history. Sarah teaches global 
workshops on the feminine mysteries and evolutionary 
consciousness. Her professional background is as a 
cultural curator and creator of innovative media. She lives 
with her partner in Manhattan and on a lush forested farm 
in the Hudson Valley. To find out more about the GAIA 
CODEX, please go to www.GaiaCodex.com

In honor of our shared awakening and creations as women and in celebration of our sisterhood in this 
potent evolutionary moment I have created Free Gratitude GIFTS for you.

http://gaiacodex.com/3791-2/
http://tinyurl.com/hqxw5y2
http://www.GaiaCodex.com
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“Transform Your Sorrows with Mother Ocean”

Yemaja is a Yoruban orisha - the African goddess who is the mother of all mothers, and understood 
as the source of all waters and the Ocean itself. She is honored at any flowing body of water - ocean, 
streams, rivers - and represented as a majestic African woman holding the power of deep nurturing and 
life force. Yemaja is also the goddess of protection, nourishment, comfort and cleansing. She is the 
Feminine Principle.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Cleanse your sorrow, transform it into power, and become ONE with 
the Feminine.

We each have moments in life when we must return to the Mother, when we must go as an innocent 
child to be held, to be protected, to be nourished and to be cleansed of deep sorrow and grief. 

Sorrow and grief are necessary parts of life. And they can be powerful transformative tools.

Yemaja can heal you instantly through her sheer vastness and her love. She can take you in and 
embrace you, lull you, lovingly rock the sorrow and grief out of you, and remind you the you are 
WHOLE, that you are a daughter of the Earth, and that you are always connected to the great SHE.

What you’ll need:
• This ritual requires you to be at a body of water that you can go into: the Ocean is best, but a lake, 

pond, river or even swimming pool can be very powerful

• Paper and pen
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Step ONE: Acknowledge Your Sorrow. First, take a few minutes to write down what you are 
grieving, what you are sad about, and where your sorrow lives. Write it all down, free-form. Let the 
sorrow flow from you to the paper. Don’t be scared or it or pretend it isn’t there. Be detailed about it, 
and write it all down. The first step is ALWAYS to become aware and acknowledge what is there and 
what you’ve been carrying.

Step TWO: Honor Your Sorrow. Once you have let your sorrow and grief flow through onto your 
writing, read it over. Every word. Slowly. Be with your sorrow. Acknowledge it. Own it. Honor It. You 
can NEVER let go of something that you haven’t fully honored. One of the best ways to honor your 
sorrow is to write down how it has served you. How has your sorrow and your grief served? What has 
it done for you? Be thankful for this.

Step THREE: Surrender Your Sorrow to Yemaja. Now that you’ve acknowledged and honored 
your sorrow, you can let it go. Go to Yemaja – the mother, the Ocean, the Mother. Walk slowly. As you 
walk towards the water feel the weight of the sorrow and grief that you’ve been carrying in your body. 
Notice if it’s in your neck or your arms or your heart. When you get to the edge of the water, pause. 
If you would like to use your voice, you can call out “Mother! Mother! I am ready to be healed.” And 
then slowly submerge in the water. Feeling the water meet you, feeling the mother take your sorrows 
for you, allowing her to cleanse you. You may want to lay on your back and breathe deep and maybe 
even say “Aaaaah….Aaaaaah” as the Mother takes what you no longer need to carry and returns it to 
the Source of All. And as you lay in the water, notice how you feel more in the flow, notice how you 
feel bigger and stronger, and part of something much bigger than yourself.

Joanna Lindenbaum teaches healers, speakers, teachers, 
coaches and parents how to become Transformational 
Leaders. She brings 20 years of experience as a Priestess, 
Ritualist, Storyteller, Teacher and Entrepreneur to train 
women on how to step into their Priestess selves, master 
the Art of Ritual and Facilitation, and how to harness the 
power of Spirit, Shadow and the Archetypes to create 
more growth and transformation for their clients and for 
themselves. Joanna is the proud mama of two spirited 
daughters (priestesses-in-training) and also the proud 
owner of a business that serves thousands of women each 
year.

Unlock Your Sacred Business Archetype: Take this comprehensive assessment in order to activate 
the transformational leader hiding in your fears. The assessment will help you: Become friends with 
your biggest business fear so that it loses its sting and power over you ; Understand your personal 
psychology in a fresh way so that you can let go of self-sabotage, procrastination and hiding; Activate 
your own, unique & personal Archetype to be able to take bolder and more effective action in your 
business and life; Connect deeply and profoundly to your power and sacredness; Create a next-steps 
action plan for bringing more income and more visibility to you and your business:

http://joannalindenbaum.com/assessment/

http://joannalindenbaum.com/assessment/
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“Burning Woman Ceremony”

Burning Woman is an archetypal figure and one that most women seem to resonate instinctively with: 
both the inner burning of passion and powerful desires, but also the identification with the terror of 
being burned, whether shamed in this lifetime… or remembering the burning times when she expresses 
these. Burning Woman is, I believe, a lost archetype of the Feminine, and one who holds the potential 
key to shifting our relationship to power and the Feminine. Burning Woman is the heart and soul 
of revolution – inner and outer. She burns for change, she dances in the fire of the old, all the while 
visioning and weaving the new. For too long women have been told we are like the moon, reflecting 
the glory of the sun. We are told that the feminine is receptive, watery, submissive, full of beauty not 
power. It is time for us reclaim our Feminine fire. Arise, Burning Woman!

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Stepping out of fear and shame and fully into your Feminine power.

Welcome Burning Woman. Welcome home to yourself. It is time, sister, to dance around the bonfire, 
naked.

Many cultures around the world have traditions involving fire, from ceremonial fire circles to walking 
on burning coals. Each of them is a sacred spectacle and a ritual container for celebration and 
transformation. In each the fire is a great teacher about overcoming our fears and a visceral way to 
touch our power. In the Burning Woman ceremony, we take some of our most entrenched fears: the 
dark, our voices, being seen naked, speaking our truth, dance, ritual, being judged, not being in control, 
women’s circles… We commit to show up. In a held sacred space. We let ourselves be seen and heard 
and held and naked – literally and metaphorically. To be witnessed as we are.

Daring to dance naked in circle with other women allows us to see that we all shrink from the same 
fears. We all burn with the same fire. We are made of the same blood and bones. We have the same 
dreams. And the only thing holding us back is the stories we tell ourselves of the monsters that hide 
in the dark. We have given them our power. But we are enough. We are more than enough. We are 
magnificent. Beautiful in our vulnerability. Powerful in our courage.

There is a natural building of energy and anticipation through all the preparations and these should 
be done in the spirit of the ceremony, not with stress or hurriedness. Preparing the space is a way of 
preparing ourselves.
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First and foremost, seek out safe space. Stand in it, see if it feels right to you. Be sure that you hold the 
ceremony in a place where you feel safe that you will not be overlooked or interrupted. Be sure it is 
safe to build a fire there. If it is your land, cut back the dead wood, clear the paths, lay the fire circle, 
work the earth – the clearing happens both on a practical and an energetic level. Get a sense of the 
space and how it will hold you, what your needs are that must be met – for warmth, safety, a dry space 
to sit...

It is crucial to make safe space to hold ceremony in. This, more than anything else, is the aim of this 
ceremony. You need a space in which it is safe to be vulnerable.

Establishing safe space relies on creating strong, supportive boundaries from the very beginning. So 
only invite those you trust to join you in sacred space. Let them know the time and date, a very simple 
explanation of your intention, and that it will include nudity. Request their confidentiality so that every 
woman who joins you is free from shaming and feels safe to come and be present there. Once people 
have responded, then send out a more detailed invitation with the location and practicalities – what 
they need to bring and do to prepare.

At the centre of your space, create a fire circle, with the fire already laid – paper, firelighters and wood, 
ringed with large stones and perhaps sand, with all undergrowth well-trimmed. Create an altar space 
to the side with objects which call to mind your power and the image of Burning Woman. Before the 
ritual, each participant is asked to reflect on what she wants to burn and write it on a piece of paper to 
bring with her. It might be old habits, relationships, fears…

When the women are gathered, take some time to ground yourselves in the space with deep belly 
breaths, hold hands to connect together, and perhaps sing a circle chant as you light the fire… Call 
in Burning Woman with an invocation – either the one in the audio, or one of the many others in the 
Burning Woman book.
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To help to bring the archetype of Burning Woman more fully alive for you, I would love to gift you 
with this exclusive Initiation to Fire package which includes: the first chapter of Burning Woman; an 
audio recording of the author reading one of the most powerful passages from the book + 10% off 
signed copies from the Womancraft Publishing website. Arise, Burning Woman!

Lucy H. Pearce is the author of numerous life-changing 
non-fiction books for women, including her most recent, 
Burning Woman – an incendiary exploration of women 
and power. The Rainbow Way: cultivating creativity 
in the midst of motherhood and Moon Time: harness 
the ever-changing energy of your menstrual cycle are 
Amazon #1 bestsellers in their fields. Lucy’s work is 
dedicated to supporting women’s empowered, embodied 
expression through her writing, teaching and vibrant art 
featuring the lost archetypes of the feminine. She is the 
founder of Womancraft Publishing.  
Visit her website: lucyhpearce.com

http://eepurl.com/b-Wyx1

Then each woman shares what she wants to release, throwing the pages with her words into the fire. 
Then another song – either sung, or drummed, or on a CD player. Begin to move around the fire 
together, upping the tempo and rhythm, as you do, begin to take your clothes off, until you are moving 
around the fire circle naked. Dance, ululate, sing, keep moving until the movement has gone through 
you. Then wrap each other in large shawls or scarves, and hold hands once again, each giving thanks 
for what has happened and speaking out your intention for how you will step more fully into your 
power. Then dress, talk, share a warm drink and deep soul.

I recommend that you stay connected to your own darkness before, during and after the ceremony. Stay 
aware of your body. Journal in anticipation and after to capture both the content of what happened, but 
also the energy and power of the event. Watch your dreams around this time.

But most importantly, once you have set safe space, try not to over-plan or over-think it – allow space 
for it to be what it is. Just show up. All of you, to all of it. Nothing is required of you, but that you 
show up and trust the process. Burning Woman will be there with flaming bells on – she always gets 
her invitation!

http://lucyhpearce.com
http://eepurl.com/b-Wyx1
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“Being the Queen”

The Queen: sovereign, powerful, self-expressed, centered, spacious, expanded, poised in her own self 
love. She is in Her own overflow, and therefore does not lack anything but nourishes Herself from the 
infinite well and fountain of her own essence. How does she embody, stand, walk, move, breathe, be? 
What does being your own kind of Queen mean, to you?

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: You will carry this vibration of sovereignty and powerful self love 
with you, for the whole day. Practice this daily, and it can indeed be a potent ritual to transform your 
entire life.

It is powerful to investigate this relationship with yourself upon rising each day. When you first wake 
up in the morning, how do you sanctify and breathe, affirming life and love in all you will choose to be 
that day? When you very first gaze in the mirror through those groggy eyes of morning, whose eyes are 
you looking through, and are they those of (self)love?

Imagine that you wake up in the morning, a Queen in your sacred chambers. Take a few rich, conscious 
breaths and stretch, deep and affirming. Feel the sweetness of air filling your lungs. Before even getting 
out of bed, gently run your fingers along the outlines of your face, hair and body, caressing your own 
skin and greeting every part of yourself with love. You may wish to keep a vial of special oil, such as 
rose oil, to lightly annoint yourself with an affirmation of love and a beautiful scent to set the tone for 
the entire day.

In your own time, you arise, and as the Queen that you choose to be, you mindfully and heartfully 
stand. How does the Queen hold her body, and move? Feel into your head, shoulders, chest, belly, hips, 
Earth connection, and ask that the vibration of the Queen that only you can be, be fully embodied in 
you.

Now ask yourself, what does your heart want today? Perhaps you would like to take a moment to go 
and greet the sun and the singing birds before doing a single other thing; or perhaps you have a sacred 
altar that is the first place that you visit, filled with objects of beauty and meaning. Wherever your 
special place is, walk to it as the Queen would walk; slowly, softly, strongly or however feels most 
right to your own body.

When you approach your place of meaning, take another deep rich breath into your lungs. Say an 
invocation to connect with your Queenly vibration and intention, which you will then carry with you 
for the entire day.
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Sara Sophia Eisenman is a writer, energy healer, 
Berkeley-educated neuroscientist, and a devoted wife 
and mother of two children. She is the founder of The 
Rose Chalice, a Facebook sisterhood group inspired by 
the unconditional love and sensual teachings of Mary 
Magdalene. She is a powerful advocate for women 
embracing their natural ageless beauty, and serves to 
reintegrate the feminine aspect of the divine into the 
fabric of the collective. Sara holds a Bachelor’s degree in 
Cognitive Neuroscience from UC Berkeley, graduating at 
the very top of her class and earning numerous accolades 
for her unique work. She also has a Master’s degree 
from UCLA in culture and performance. Sara’s graduate 
work focused on dance and ceremony as a means of 
transmitting consciousness and accessing/healing deep 
trauma in the body. To further ground her healing pursuits, 
Sara trained in Reiki and shamanism for many years, 
becoming a Reiki master and noted teacher. To learn more 
or schedule a healing session with Sara Sophia, visit her 
website www.thesacredfemme.com

I say something like the following:

“I ask to walk today as the sovereign Queen, as Love. I see and honor the life force within and all 
around me, in all of creation. I ask to serve from this highest place of rooted purpose, to be seated in 
the throne of my power. From my centered overflow, my love spills onto all of creation.”

You may then choose to offer a simple sacrament to affirm this intention, such as lighting incense, 
placing an offering on your altar, or if outside, placing a loving offering for birds or plants/animals. In 
so doing, we acknowledge that in loving ourselves, we are truly loving all of creation.

Then and only then, we turn to our own reflection in the mirror, now affirmed as queen. Gaze upon 
yourself with the eyes of the deep (self)love that you have now invoked and affirmed, and if you have 
a beauty ritual such as applying makeup and styling your hair, you will find that you carry a different 
energy in this ritual than you may have prior, having first centered in love and power and walked as 
Queen. Note the differences in how you feel about yourself. Smile gently and lovingly at yourself in 
the mirror as though you are the Queen greeting your own inner child, and loving her.

You will carry this vibration of sovereignty and powerful self love with you, for the whole day. 
Practice this daily, and it can indeed be a potent ritual to transform your entire life.

http://www.thesacredfemme.com
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“Pleasure Activation Ritual to Amp Up Your Workday Mojo”

“Seduction isn’t making someone do what they don’t want to do. It’s enticing someone into what they 
secretly want to do already.” ~ Benjamin T. Russell 

The Seductress often gets a bad rap as a sexy woman who manipulates men to get what she wants... 
But I beg to differ! I personally see the Seductress Archetype as embodying pure feminine power. She 
delights in her own pleasure, and she knows how to entice others into theirs. And this skill set is highly 
useful everywhere in life… in partnership, with children, and yes, even in business as a #PleasureCEO. 
So I invite you to unleash your Seductress and see how she adds to your life and biz!

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Delight in learning how to activate your Turn-On at Will… And seeing 
how it can amp up your workday mojo!

As women we’re taught that we need something outside of us to activate our turn on, but the truth is 
that WE are responsible for our own turn on. And with this Pleasure Activation, I want to show you 
that YOU have the power to ignite your OWN Turn-On, and then use it for good, including in your 
business! 

Below are the steps of a daily Pleasure Activation you can use to get into your Turn-On and then use it 
in your business.

Pleasure Activation Ritual to Amp Up Your Workday Mojo:
• Get into a comfortable position ~ Lean back perhaps so you can get into the feminine 

• Close your eyes and be with your breath ~ focus on your breath – in and out. 

• Put your attention on your genitials ~ Give your vagina some acknowledgement; perhaps say hello 
to her. 

• See if you can have an awareness of certain areas of your anatomy ~ First your labia; then your 
clitoris; then your vaginal canal. 

• Notice the sensations there as a way to keep learning the language of the body. 

• Call to mind someone you have desire for, and an attraction to ~ can be someone you know in real 
life or a celebrity crush 

• Feel the Turn-On in your own genitals! 

• On a scale of 1-10, how high is this Turn-On? 

• Savor whatever those feelings are that you are feeling 

• Decide to amplify the Turn-On, and dial it up like a stereo 
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Are you ready to discover what’s possible for you when you put pleasure FIRST, and still get great 
results in business? Join Christina Morassi for the 5 day PleasureCEO Makeover. Spend one juicy 
week learning what it really takes to create a wild love affair with your business by learning how to 
fill up with pleasure and implementing it into your work day. Each day you’ll receive a daily email 
+ pleasure assignment to help you unleash more of your natural feminine talents to create a new 
operating system to business success.

Christina Morassi is blessed to say that she achieved 
the entrepreneurial dream. She reached the high 6-figures 
helping women find their Ecstatic Brands, had clients in 
25 countries, created big 3-day live events, and along with 
her community, raised $25K to sponsor a village in Africa 
for 5 years. It was AMAZING! And… She was exhausted 
from being in man-mode all the time and following other 
people’s templates to success.  
So 2 years ago she pulled the plug on her successful 
business, created a pleasure makeover for herself, and 
now turns her attention to helping other successful women 
entrepreneurs become WOMEN in business (rather 
than men), by unleashing their feminine superpowers of 
pleasure and desire to become PleasureCEO’s.

Join Christina here:
http://christinamorassi.com/makeover

• Now where are you on a scale of 1-10? 

• Now begin to harvest this Turn-On from your genitals ~ breathe it up through your entire body 

• Keep savoring it, and reveling in it ~ This should continue to amplify it. 

• Then direct this power to a part of your body that might need some extra love. 

• Lastly… Harness this potency and direct it toward an action step in your business to power it up! 
~ What is something in your work day bringing you a challenge? Perhaps it’s a project that’s not 
going as smoothly as you like? Imagine you can focus that turn on in your body and you can focus 
it towards that project. 

Take this turn on into everything you do in your day!

Watch the video: The Ritual of The SEDUCTRESS

http://christinamorassi.com/makeover
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Dv8FNGIvPIU
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“Create a Clear Channel for your “Sourcery”

Traditionally a Sorceress is known as a woman who practices sorcery which the dictionary defines 
as “the art, practices, or spells of a person who is supposed to exercise supernatural powers through 
the aid of evil spirits; black magic; witchery.” How interesting that a woman who has access to her 
powers is supposedly using her powers for evil! The Sorceress does not play by the established rules 
of reality and this makes her someone to be feared. This ancient archetype has been tarnished by the 
deep suspicion of the mystical ways of the Feminine embodied by the patriarchy. We can see how the 
Sorceress has become the face of the mysterious dark Feminine in pop culture films, novels, and TV 
- Game of Thrones is a great recent example of that. We are reclaiming this archetype to represent the 
part of us that recognizes that we are the embodiment of Source energy and therefore we have access to 
the powers of creation, when we allow them. The Sorceress reminds us that we are the Creatrix of our 
reality. This can be both empowering and terrifying because that means that we are then responsible 
for everything we create. But we need not be scared of this part of ourselves. She is there to show us 
the way to manifest all that we desire in our lives. In this ritual we are returning the Sorceress to her 
rightful place within us as a partner with the Light.

The journey of aligning our lives with our soul’s great work is all about descending within.  Ereshkigal 
is our guide in this process.  She walks alongside us, with her sweet scent of jasmine and her calm, 
empty presence constantly holding us up, holding our hand.

Call upon the Goddess of Death when you know it is time for something in your life to die.  She is just 
another form of the great mother, coming to usher you into the liberating ecstasy of emptiness.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Soul Knowing

In order to open up to access the powers of intuition and manifestation that the Sorceress makes 
available to us, we simply need to clear out our vessel to let her whisper her messages through the veil. 
It is important that we become a clear, open channel so that we can hear the information and answers 
we are seeking to move forward on our path. This allows the answers to arise from our own Soul 
as well as our team of supporters in the unseen. Eventually with more and more time spent hearing 
your own information and shielding yourself from all the myriad messages we receive from our 
environment, our family, elders, leaders, and the media, you can gain total clarity about each step you 
are meant to take next. Also with time your energetic and intuitive powers can open up so that you can 
work in the world of energy as well as language. When you can begin to understand the patterns and 
programs at play in your life, you then have the power to switch to a new program that empowers you 
in the direction you want to go. 
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As creative women trying to bring our gifts to the world, we can hit many blocks to our confidence, 
which can slow us down or stop us short. This 3-part video series offers some of my tips for ways 
to cultivate the strength and confidence you need from within so you can get about the business of 
creating your life-changing work.

ALIA is an acclaimed Electronic Music Artist and DJ, 
Founder of Femvolution, Creator and Mentor for the 
Creatrix Collective, and a leading voice for women’s 
empowerment. ALIA performs on stages worldwide 
at respected festivals and conscious events. She brings 
women together to create feminine-driven electronic 
music and legendary all-women performances with her 
collaborative project, Feminine Medicine™. A former 
marketing executive for blue chip brands and a graduate 
of Brown University that left a prestigious career to 
pursue her creative passions, ALIA became inspired 
to assist other women to free themselves. She has 
been featured in ORIGIN magazine and the upcoming 
documentary “Amplify Her”. www.aliasounds.com

www.cultivatingcreativeconfidence.com

In this video I provide a guided meditation that can completely clear out your internal guidance system 
and fill you up with healing Light and Gaia energy helping you bring them together in a way that 
allows you to move through your life in a very expanded state of clarity and a sense of trust in your 
knowing. This process can be done anywhere at any times in minutes.

http://www.aliasounds.com
https://vimeo.com/176387505/f60b5f6984
http://www.cultivatingcreativeconfidence.com
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“A Medicine Walk for Accessing Your Vision”

Vision precedes manifestation. Before anything new comes into being, there must be a vision for it. 
And so the Visionary is an archetypal energy essential for creative expression, deep renewal, and 
ongoing evolution – of our personal life and of our collective world. The Visionary is one who tracks 
fertility, notices imminent potential, and sees new possibilities, often that others can’t yet imagine. 
Yet vision isn’t a static thing. It’s not about identifying a desired end-point, defining all the things that 
need to happen sequentially in order for that vision to be realized, and then marching toward your 
destination with blinders on so you don’t get distracted. 

The Ritual:

A Useful Metaphor

Here’s a useful metaphor. Imagine your vision appears like a hill way off on the horizon. You can see it 
with enough clarity to energize you and so you begin your journey in that direction.

As you approach the hill, more of it comes into view. You realize it’s actually a mountain (it’s much 
bigger than you first thought!) with valleys, forests, and streams. Seeing things you couldn’t see before 
informs how you move ahead.

What if being a Visionary is like this? What if it’s about allowing yourself to bring into focus and 
take action on whatever chunk of vision you can access from where you are, even while knowing that 
there’s a whole lot more beyond the horizon that’s not yet available to you. But it will be, if you move 
toward whatever has already been revealed.

The Dance of Personal Vision and Collective Vision

The Visionary operates at multiples levels. At a personal level, it’s important to have a vision that 
guides you in unfolding your work, your relationships, and the whole of your life.

Yet when the Visionary lives strongly inside of you, you’re likely to also feel called to help unfold a 
collective vision, a vision of a new possibility for our world at the level of consciousness and culture. 
Hopefully, your personal vision and your collective vision dance well together!

As an example, I identify strongly with the Visionary. So in addition to the vision I have for my 
personal life, I’m deeply inspired by a vision of the world in partnership and collaboration, and of 
what might be possible when we come into right relationship with ourselves, each other, and the world 
– human and more-than-human. This “vision for the world” inspires every aspect of my work in the 
arena of conscious business and leadership. Without it, I’d be wandering without focus and lost.
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While having a guiding vision like this can feel great, the Visionary is not necessarily an easy 
archetype to inhabit. With your attention focused on a beautiful future that hasn’t yet come to be, you 
can find yourself feeling both deeply inspired by the promise it offers, and chronically frustrated  that it 
always seems to be on the horizon and beyond your reach.

It takes courage, heart, and a lightness of being to live this way. What can help is to let go of the idea 
that vision is only a thing of the future. While it definitely points to future possibilities, vision is also 
right here right now, unfolding the maps of your becoming and of our collective becoming, moment to 
moment.

If you can shift your perspective and hold vision this way, you may find that your inspiration deepens 
and your frustration softens. Give it a try!

A Medicine Walk for Accessing Your Vision

So as a Visionary, how do you call in a new vision, whether for yourself or for a particular patch of the 
planet that you’re passionate about serving?

While there’s no one way to approach this, it’s essential to realize that visioning is not a task for the 
rational thinking mind, which will only go searching for a seemingly safe variation of what it already 
knows. If you want to call in something truly new, you have to look elsewhere. 

A Medicine Walk is a wonderful visioning practice that bypasses the snares of the mind. It draws from 
an indigenous way of being in relationship with the archetypal energies of a conscious intelligent 
cosmos. Essentially, it’s a purposeful wander in nature taken with the intent to access new insight, 
wisdom, and vision in response to an important inquiry.

On a Medicine Walk, you venture forth with a question held clearly in your heart – a question about 
who you are and who you’re becoming, or about a new journey that’s opening up for you, or about the 
focus of your life’s work, or about something else that needs a vision to guide it into being.
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One of the ways I’ve further refined this visioning process is as a Medicine Walk with the Soul of Your 
Business. It’s for entrepreneurs who like the idea of listening to the intelligence at the center of their 
business, and making decisions informed by that partnership. If you’d like in-depth instructions on 
how to take a Medicine Walk with the Soul of Your Business and harvest the insight and vision it has to 
offer you, here’s where you can receive this free gift:

Susanna Maida, Ph.D., is a wild woman alchemist and 
contemporary shaman. She mentors visionaries who 
care deeply about the future of our world, helping them 
create the soul-satisfying sense of alignment that comes 
from growing financially flourishing, world-changing 
businesses doing their great work. It’s part of her bigger 
mission to restore the sacred to how we do business so 
that conscious business can become a force for good 
in our world. One of Susanna’s many gifts is helping 
transformative entrepreneurs turn the raw material of 
their calling into a business that sustainably generates a 
generous income – all while partnering with the Soul of 
Their Business, serving from the heart, and leading from 
the sacred feminine.

http://bit.ly/com/MWSOYB-SistershipCircle

You might find a useful question in some variation on one of these – or something else if it feels  
more appropriate:

• What’s my original medicine?

• Who am I becoming?

• What’s the essence of my Great Work? What’s the most important difference I’m here to make?

• Where am I going next?

• What do I need to do, create, learn, or experience to make this next journey in a good way?

Carrying your question with you on your Medicine Walk, you have an experience in which the living 
intelligence of Nature reflects back to you pieces of the vision you seek. Essentially, Spirit speaks truth 
to you through the metaphoric and symbolic voices of the many beings you encounter, and the vision 
you seek takes shape – for now, because remember, it will continue to emerge and evolve.

So perhaps you’re wanting to know your original medicine and you’re astonished to find yourself 
walking a path with an expansive lake on one side and a dense forest on the other. And so you realize 
that you’ve got a gift of walking the border between very different worlds and helping those from each 
world understand the other “foreign” one. You’re a translator, a bridge, an edgewalker.

Or maybe you’re facing a big decision and you come to a fork in the path and, not knowing which way 
to go, you turn around and discover that from this perspective, it’s actually two trails converging into 
one. So you consider what seemingly separate things might need to integrate within you first, before 
you can make your best choice. 

This is how a Medicine Walk in nature can offer you a potent vision. And with that vision, you have a 
map to guide you as you say yes to being a Visionary, yes to blessing the world with your unique ideas 
and original medicine, yes to helping create the life-affirming future we all yearn for.

http://bit.ly/com/MWSOYB-SistershipCircle
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“Welcoming Your Visionary”

The Visionary is an important muse to invite into your field each month. She is a key player of your 
monthly body clock, stepping in like a dream when you’ve rested well during your bleeding time (or 
the new moon or resting phase if you no longer bleed). She’s there to assist and show you direction, 
and the power and brilliance of your expansive intuition and best ideas. 

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Direction, confidence, clarity

The Visionary 
AS LONG AS you honor yourself by truly resting, “The Visionary will step in like a dream to hand 
you your best ideas and inspirations.

Sit in stillness; relax & open your mind. Ask for guidance. The answers will arrive when the time is 
right.

The Ritual 
The most IDEAL setting for allowing your Visionary to step forward is: mind rest from deep sleep at 
your bleeding or new moon time.

First, the Set-up
1. Create a block of time. 

Make it free from noise and distraction - people, animals, tv, phone, computer, music.
2. Still your mind chatter. 

Ask a question or simply identify something you’d like a solution for. Trust and release control of 
outcome and any expectations of an immediate answer. Relax your mind further. It is through rest 
and time that your mind will process the query or allow information to flow through. Then…

Method 1: Sleep
1. Set yourself up to sleep deeply (even if that means getting away for a solo weekend).
2. Place a journal (and book light) or tablet/laptop next to your bed. Make a commitment to use it.
3. Upon waking, or if you wake in the middle of the night, sit up and grab your journal or device. Do 

not turn on the overhead light or lamp if you can help it.
4. Write without correcting grammar or structure. Go with your stream of consciousness.
5. When finished, go back to sleep if need be.
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Every day for 13 days a new digital card Muse will meet you at your inbox. Based on the 4 Seasons 
in 4 Weeks approach to the hormones (breaking down the month into 4 distinct weeks/phases), author 
Suzanne Mathis McQueen has identified three muses (or archetypes) per phase who show up to guide 
you thru each phase of your entire monthly cycle. By aligning with these phases and muses, you’ll 
more easily begin to align with your own navigational system within, understanding the remarkable 
primal wisdom that lives within and only needs to be woken and remembered.

Suzanne Mathis McQueen is a sacred feminist and 
keeper of women’s mysteries. The author of 4 Seasons 
in 4 Weeks, she is renowned for defining natural 
rhythm principles that are critical to female balance, 
joy, and optimal daily experiences in health, business, 
and love. Her empowering 4-phase template and daily 
practice for easily aligning with the female hormones 
(especially the rhythmic sex drive) is resonating with 
women and men globally.

http://4s4w.com/13-days-13-muses/

Method 2: Rested, Quiet Mind
1. Create a comfortable sacred space.  

Keep it simple and uncluttered. Perhaps add an alter of elementals such as stones, water, candle, & 
feathers, along with other high vibrational inspirations.

2. Sit up in a meditative position.  
Quiet your mind. Visualize opening it to allow your higher guidance to enter. Sink in. Rest & 
luxuriate in this vibration. Know that you are receiving whether you detect anything or not.

3. Stay for as long as feels right. When ready, open your eyes and journal.

Method 3: The Shower

1. Flowing water helps downloads flow through. 
Journal when finished

Method 4: Observe and Stay Open

A solution you’ve been waiting for may come to you in other ways & by surprise. You may hear 
yourself helping someone else with the solution you need, or observe the solution in action by someone 
else or in nature. Stay alert to the gifts that are right in front of you.

Finish

Offer great love to your Visionary for any insights received, and for being available to you at all times. 
Congratulate yourself for tapping and tuning in.

http://4s4w.com/13-days-13-muses/
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“Stand Your Ground”

The Warrioress is a Goddess of strength, focus and tenacity. She lives in accordance to her true values 
and channels her energy in the direction of what is good and important to her. She stands for a cause. 
She is a protector of life. You can call on her for courage, discipline, fierceness and boundaries. You 
can call on her when you are feeling like a victim and ready to take control of your life. A Warrioress 
exercises her choices at the command of her inner power, not an outside authority. To be clear, this 
Goddess is not one of war or violence. That is the shadow side reflecting the need to win at all costs, 
abandoning principles to prove supremacy. Through her core power, she need not fight against 
anything. She understands the only battle that exists is the one in the mind, and that awareness is the 
highest tool of consciousness to create peace. She can have an edgy, no-nonsense fierceness about her. 
She is a champion for life and does what it takes to uplift the principles she is devoted to... stemming 
from a deep connection to and care for every living thing on the planet.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Ownership of your power and confidence/conviction in taking a stand.

What you’ll need:
• A quiet, safe place in nature

• Paper

• A pen

• A favorite herb (i.e. Lavender, rose petals, lose sage)

• Smudge (sage), light and bowl

• A rattle or drum

Step ONE: Create space

Find a quiet, safe place in nature. Ask the space for the honor of coming into it and using it for sacred 
ceremony. When you feel the permission, enter the space with gratitude and intention. Place your 
paper, pen, smudge, light, bowl and rattle or drum in a spot that feels right to you. Create a circle with 
your favored herb-- about 3 feet wide.

From outside the circle, close your eyes and take a few deep breaths. Declare your space Divinely 
protected and supportive of your highest and best. Call on the spirit of the Warrioress and any of her 
allies to come forth to serve you in the reclamation and ownership of your power and conviction for 
taking a stand.
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Step TWO: Separation from power

Sitting just outside the circle, start journaling about what it feels like to be separated and removed from 
your core power. Write the ways you are giving away your power, not taking a stand for yourself and 
allowing your boundaries to be violated. Identify the ways it is costing you to do so. Do not edit. Just 
let it flow. Let it pour through you.

Step THREE: Forgiveness

Declare that you forgive yourself and others for betraying, violating and oppressing your inner power 
and authority. Choose to end the battle and fight, and come into loving compassion for yourself for 
the lessons that being separated and removed from your core power have taught you. Decide to be 
complete with any and all patterns that no longer serve you.

Step FOUR: Smudge

Light your sage stick and waft the smoke over your body. Be present to the cleansing properties of this 
plant and let it gently assure you of the release taking place.

Step FIVE: Crossing the threshold

Deliberately step into the circle. As you do so, call forth the Warrioress in you, and feel the energy and 
consciousness of her inside you. Feel her mighty, fierce and edgy stand for life and for what matters 
most.

Step SIX: Take your stand

Get in a Warrioress stance. Ground in your body and trust how this feels and looks for you. Close your 
eyes and get into an embodied awareness of the Warrioress in you. Feel your feel planted on the earth. 
Ask yourself... What matters to you most? What do you value and cherish more than anything? What 
stand are you willing to take for yourself and for your principles? What boundaries do you need to 
set? After a few minutes of feeling into what arises, take your paper and write what came up for you. 
Again, no editing. Free flow. Set aside your paper when you are complete.
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A Warrioress owns her power and uses her influence for the greater good. This includes taking 
responsibility for her spiritual and financial freedom. In ‘3 Keys To Making Money Being You’, you 
will discover simple keys you can use right away to unlock your riches, tips to overcome your money 
struggle, and 3 essential paradigm shifts for authentically helping more people and enjoying true 
wealth.

Kendra helps soul-centered women & evolutionary 
leaders create spiritual and financial freedom so that 
they have a greater impact & make more money....all 
while being true to who they are! She is passionate about 
making it easy for those called to serve the awakening 
on the planet to effectively help more people while 
doubling, tripling or quadrupling their income. Kendra 
E Thornbury, MA, is an international highly acclaimed 
coach, spiritual guide, speaker, facilitator, humanitarian 
and entrepreneur. She’s on the cutting edge of spiritual 
thought and conscious business practice, blazing a new 
trail & wealth revolution. A personal growth junkie, 
Kendra’s latest adventures in challenging the status quo 
include packing her belongings in storage and traveling 
for 4 years (and still counting). Labels aside, she 
considers herself a human being simply doing her best to 
walk a path of authenticity and integrity while making a 
much-needed difference. 

www.kendrathornbury.com

Step SEVEN: Declare

Reconnecting with your Warrioress stance, declare your commitment to be loyal in your stand. To be 
the protector of your most cherished values. To be a champion to your cause. To be true to your inner 
authority. See the boundaries firmly set within your mind, your body and the circle around you to 
support you.

Step EIGHT: Warrioress chant and dance

Take your drum or rattle and affirm your declaration, celebrating the reclamation of your power by 
giving your full life force to playing the instrument. Beat that drum. Shake that rattle. Move your body 
with the soulful movements of the Warrioress.

Step NINE: Gratitude

Give thanks to the Warrioress and all the allies who have been present. Give thanks for the land and the 
plants/herbs. Give thanks to whatever you are called to give thanks to. And then, like the no-nonsense 
Goddess you are, cheer with a big howl from the core of your inner power. WAHOOOOO! 

http://www.kendrathornbury.com
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“Waking the Wild Woman”

The Wild Woman represents the innate, basic nature of women; she’s the deep listener of the soul. 
She’s the internal seeker, knower, visionary, oracle, intuitive, creator and maker for freedom. She is 
not out of control, which the word “wild” often suggests, but lives a natural life where integrity and 
healthy boundaries meet inside her howl for full self-expression and truth. When a woman embodies 
the Wild Woman archetype, she remembers who she really is and what she came her to do; without 
drama, resistance, or worry. She instinctively knows when things must die and when things must live; 
she knows when to stay and when to walk away. She’s the soul reckoner, longing for transformation. 
The Wild Woman is willing to dance through every fire of fear, loss, pain, and suffering so her spirit 
can evolve for the highest good of all beings. No matter how dark the night, how confused the mind, 
how hopeless the heart, or how broken the spirit; when the Wild Woman is remembered, she will 
always guide you back home.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: Internal trust and passage through any emotional, mental, or spiritual 
block.

When you’re feeling stuck, uninspired, confused or lost, “Waking the Wild Woman” will help you 
return to your intuition and inner knowing so you never mistrust yourself again. Whether it’s a tough 
decision to make, a relationship trouble, or a creative block in your business, this ritual serves as your 
rite of passage from darkness to light.

Materials: An outfit that make you feel untamed, wild, and free. A song that brings out the ancient 
Wild Woman in you. A candle to burn, signifying the beginning and end of the ritual.  
**This can be done on your own, or witnessed by sisters you trust who can hold space for you. 
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To begin: Ask yourself where in life you’re feeling blocked, stuck or confused. Notice the experience 
in your body when you relate to the block. What happens for you? Then call on The Wild Woman to 
take you where you need to go so you can find freedom. 

Put on your Wild Woman Outfit. Notice what this outfit invokes in you. 

Then create your sacred space to Wake the Wild Woman. Turn your song of choice on repeat. Light 
your candle. As you light it, create the intention to find the wisdom you need within yourself so you 
can move through to the other side. Ask the Wild Woman to take you on a journey, and then surrender 
yourself over totally and completely. 

With your eyes closed, feeling the sounds of the music, choose a position that allows you to be fully 
taken by the song. What posture does your Wild Woman need to move through this? 

Then begin to breathe deeply, in and out. Breathing in who you really are, and exhaling any effort or 
plan. Breathing in the Wild Woman, and letting go of anything that doesn’t serve her. 

Breathe the steadiness of the earth through your feet, up through your legs, through your pelvis, up 
into your belly, then deeply into your heart and breasts, then pull the breath up into your throat, further 
into the crown of your head, and finally releasing the breath up to father sky. Repeat this “ground to 
heaven” breath three times intentionally and slowly. 

Then as the song plays, without a plan, without any effort, let your body be moved by the spirit of the 
Wild Woman and music. Trust your throat, trust your hips, trust your arms. Move without abandon. 
Let out any sounds that need to be released- cry, moan, wail, howl, scream, hoot. Trust the body, trust 
the voice, trust the tears. If there’s fear, let your body be afraid. If there’s confusion, let your body 
be confused. If there’s anger, let your body be angry. Let the Wild Woman move you through each 
emotion. Get naked if you must. 

Notice what shows up after you yell. After you moan. After you move. Notice how the energy moves 
and the wisdom your Wild Woman has for you. Keep listening. 
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“The Wild Woman Entrepreneur’s Guide to Fear & Power” eBook will teach you my 10 step process 
for transforming fear into power. The exercises in this book will help you process triggering emotions 
that interfere with your productivity and efficiency so you’re never taken over by anxiety, fear, or self 
doubt again.

Chrissy Brady-Smith is a certified life coach, speaker, 
and Rite-of-Passage workshop facilitator from San 
Francisco. With a Masters in Urban Education and 
Social Justice and over a decade of transformational 
training from UC Berkeley, Landmark Education, and 
Celebration of Being; Chrissy’s creates the safest space 
possible for her clients and sisters to discover their own 
unique gifts and heal any insecurities holding them back 
from stepping into their power and expressing their truth. 
Chrissy is the creator of the “Wild Woman Entrepreneur,” 
a coaching program for the woman behind the business to 
remember who she is and what she came here to do.

http://chrissybradysmith.com/wild-woman-entrepreneurs-guide-to-fear-and-power/

Let your body and voice move until you feel an opening on the other side. An answer. A light bulb. A 
stillness. A peace. This awakening feels different for every woman. You’ll know when you’re there. It 
might be a laugh. It might be a vision. It might be a smile. 

When you feel complete, lie down on the ground in corpse pose and ask to be shown the light. Ask 
your Wild Woman for guidance in your mind’s eye. What does she tell you? What does she show you? 
What colors do you see? How does she celebrate you? What do you need to be forgiven for? What 
visions do you see? 

Then, when she has told you all you need to hear, find a space for her within your heart where she can 
reside, a place you can turn to when the confusion or darkness sets in again. Lock her in that space, 
breathe her in, and welcome her ancient wisdom back home. 

Then, slowly open your eyes, reacquaint yourself in the room, and when you’re complete, and trust 
that you have the answer you were seeking, blow out the candle with gratitude, presence, and a 
commitment to living as the Wild Woman you truly are. Then find a way to honor yourself. With a bow 
to yourself, hands over your heart, or a gentle hug.

To complete, journal about your experience to integrate your learnings, lessons, and visions, 
vowing to remember.

http://chrissybradysmith.com/wild-woman-entrepreneurs-guide-to-fear-and-power/
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“Awaken the Wise Woman Energy within You”

All around the world in ancient times, some women in the tribe felt in their hearts the calling to 
dedicate their lives to serve the community taking on the role of the Wise Woman, the Sage, often 
times, the person who people would go to for advice, healing and guidance.

Hundreds of years later, in this modern world, the Wise Woman is still very much needed. In fact, 
many women are needed to be the conduit of divine wisdom to illuminate this beautiful Earth and 
make this a better place for all.

The Ritual: 
Result of performing this ritual: to awaken the Wise Woman energy within You, means to become the 
best vessel and channel that you can possibly be to access, receive, hold and transmit divine knowledge 
in service to all.

“Wisdom is divine knowledge. 
Wisdom is everywhere in the Universe. 

It surrounds us. 
It is present in every one of us. 

It does not belong to anyone of us, 
but we all have the ability to access it.”

Step ONE: Receive Wise Guidance from Your Spirit Guides

You are not here to fulfill your Wise Woman role in isolation. You are meant to be supported, not only 
by your brothers and sisters here on Mother Earth, but also by your spirit guides.

Your spirit guides are wise evolved spiritual beings of light. Some of them may have been people, who 
belonged to ancient cultures here on Earth hundreds of years ago.

Your spirit guides want to support you in your spiritual evolution and ability to embody your sacred 
life purpose. Their mission is to assist in bringing divine light to the planet and they want to work in 
collaboration with you to make it happen. They are keepers of ancient wisdom ready to guide you and 
support you along the way.

But how can they communicate with us, share their knowledge and assist us, if we don’t invite them 
and welcome them into our lives?

The first step to have your spirit guides right by your side sharing their ancient earth wisdom with you 
is to invoke them and talk to them in prayer through the day every day of your life. 
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Every day?! This may seem extreme to you (or not), but this step is the golden key that opens the door 
to your wise guides in the spirit realm. Over time, this practice will become a ritual in your daily life 
that will support you in walking the path of the Wise Woman.

Would you walk the path of the Wise Woman by our side?

I have created these audio prayer-invocations to your spirit guides as a tool for you to activate and 
expand in your ability to be an open conduit of divine wisdom. As a feminine leader of the new Earth, 
I know that you are being called to step into the Wise Woman energy.

There is no time to waste. You are needed. 

Make these prayers part of your daily ritual to strengthen your connection to your spirit guides and 
invite them to assist you in embodying the Wise Woman Energy within You.

I created the following prayers inspired by my own daily spiritual practice to connect with my spirit 
guides:

Access the following daily prayers - MP3 Audio by going to: 
http://alturasshininglight.com/daily-prayers/ 
Password: Three

Morning Prayer

Divine Creator of all beings 
Angels, teachers and spirit guides 
With love and humble heart, I invite you to be present in my life 
Share your wisdom with me 
Counsel me and illuminate my path 
today and every day of my life 
Bless my home, bless my job, bless my health, bless my love life with my partner, bless my family and 
bless my sacred soul purpose 
Thank you beloved wise grandparents 
Thank you and so it is

Gratefulness Before Meals

Beloved wise spirit guides and grandparents 
Today I want to share this delicious food - I am grateful for - with you 
I want to offer it to You first 
May you enjoy it 
Thank you for all I receive from you

http://alturasshininglight.com/daily-prayers/
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Night Time Prayer

Divine Creator of all beings 
Angels, teachers and spirit guides 
Thank you for your presence in my life. 
Thank you for coming to assist me today 
Thank you for responding when I call your name 
For guiding me, sharing all your knowledge and wisdom with me 
Take care of me while I sleep and speak to me in my dreams 
And so it is

Step TWO: Grow	in	Self-Confidence

“To embody the Wise Woman wisdom, means believing that you know what you know  
and taking action accordingly.”

Self-doubt is caused by the ego-mind, that fictitious creation of our mind that talks about confusion, 
fear of being wrong and fear of doing the wrong thing. Creating doubt is what the ego does in an 
attempt to protect us from change… from any change, even when it is a good change for us because 
the ego is an illusion that interprets any change as life threatening.

But, there is no danger. 

We are safe when we allow our soul to lead the way. Trust the voice of your soul. Your soul is 
connected to the divine and the universe.

“Divine wisdom is abundant in the universe.  
It belongs to no one but is available to everyone.”

Self-confidence is not about believing that you know everything and always have the right answer. 
Self-confidence is about knowing that you are a channel of divine wisdom. 

Believe in yourself, in your ability to be the channel of divine wisdom you were born to be, so that you 
open up to receive it, transmit it and use it for your greatest good and the greatest good of all.
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Free yourself from old heavy energy and emotions to be ready to receive blessings and transform your 
intentions into reality.  
To receive the downloadable Release Ceremony MP3 Audio, my gift to you, go to:

Jessica Cornejo Gallegos is an Inca High Priestess, 
Shamanic Healer Guide & Heart Purpose Mentor and 
founder of Alturas Shining Light Spiritual Journeys 
(alturasshininglight.com), where she provides 
transformational group and private programs to 
awakening women and leads sacred journeys to the 
land of the Incas, Cusco-Peru. She is co-author of the 
book ¨The Path of the Priestess: Discover Your Divine 
Purpose¨ and a Reiki Master with a B.Sc. in Nursing. 
Currently, Jessica and her husband Peter are the owners 
of the holistic restaurant Alturas Kitchen in Cusco-
Peru where they nourish people´s bodies and souls. 
Jessica supports and guides women all over the world 
to transform their lives and to embody their sacred life 
purpose by aligning with Pachamama, their hearts, their 
souls and the Divine.

http://alturasshininglight.com/release-ceremony-opt-in/

Follow this process to grow in self-confidence:
1. Make a list of all your past achievements.
2. List the things you are good at.
3. Write down the names of 3 women you look up to who embody self-confidence and wisdom. (If 

you cannot come up with 3 names, don’t allow this to stop you. Continue following the process.)
4. Write down words that describe the qualities that make those women confident and wise. What do 

you admire about them? (If you don’t know women who embody confidence and wisdom, come up 
with words that describe qualities you imagine a confident wise woman would have.)

5. Now, create a collage or make a drawing with you in the center of the collage. Write down the title: 
“I am a channel of divine wisdom”, on the next line “I am…” followed by the words that describe 
the women you admire. 

6. Take the list of your past life achievements and the list of things you are good at and use words 
from those lists to add them to the collage to describe who you are.

7. Add to the drawing or collage images that represent the meaning of the words you just wrote.
8. Place the drawing or collage on your night table and every night connect with it and read the 

words written on it out loud before going to sleep. Do this for 45 days and let me know if you have 
noticed any inner shifts. E-mail me to Jessica@alturasshininglight.com

May you always be the Wise Woman channeling divine light firmly grounded on Mother Earth holding 
the torch for others on this life journey. 

Blessings from the land of the Incas, Cusco-Peru.

http://alturasshininglight.com/release-ceremony-opt-in/
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